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The Thompson Mfg. Co. will close
their factory for a week or ten days for
their annual Btock taking to be completed about Jan. 1st.

ot Belfast.
'"V News
I

p'\

"ill meet with Miss

l
afternoon.

church parlor, Friday
2 o’clock.

,

Walter J. Clifford, manager of thi
Colonial Theatre, placed Tuesday morning one of the most ingenious and at-

1

mg at

What purports to be a systematic organization of cat stealing is going on not
only in Belfast but in other sections of
Maine. Several valuable cats have disMiss Mary Woodbury is visiting relaappeared and their owners have placed tives in Gardiner.
the matter for investigation. Some of
Mr. and Mrs. Jos. W. Blaisdell have
the animals are said to have been shipped
returned from a short visit in Bangor.
to New York and other large centers.
Mrs. Ralph H. Dunbar and daughter
Principal Harry A. Foster of the B. H.
S., has been appointed Waldo County Elizabeth are spending the week in Banchairman of the Near East Relief drive gor.
and spoke last Sunday morning at the
Miss Doris Coombs began work MonBaptist Church on Armenia. His adday as stenographer for the Coe-Mortidress was most impressive and interestmer Co.
ing, as the speaker is not only well inMrs. Frank J. Small of Old Town has
formed on the conditions in that country
but also public spirited.
Joseph Par- been spending the past week with Belfast friends.
quette conducted the exercises.

All the fire alarm boxes on the south
side of Main street, except Box 25, were
put out of commission by the recent
The State Department at Augusta restorm. In case of fire please notify the
cently requested city clerk Charles S.
chief engineer, 208-11.
Bickford to forward a sworn statement ol
Miss Mabel Cushman, a former Bel- the copy of the marriage of Hiram Patfast girl, who for some time has been terson of Belfast and Betsey Farrow of
employed by Stone & Webster of Bos- Belmont. Mr. Bickford was unable to
cose interested in the ton, has been seriously
ill, according to locate it in the city records, but became
held Friday recent advices to friends here.
was
interested and continued his search,
ues
rrank I. Wilson,
ihe opinion of those
s
formerly of Belmont
THE CHURCHES
John J. Perry, U. S. Internal Revenue- has in his possession the records of his
csoeiation should plan
this
year,
r Christmas
Deputy Collector, with headquarters iq grandfather, Samuel Fletcher, Esq., ol
their Rockland, has arrived in Belfast and has Belmont and found the item wanted
ave already paid
North Congregational Church.
lot
1U21, and some rooms at the custom house. He is in- uuder date of Oct. 30, 1836
Rev. A. C Elliott, pastor; parsonage, 26
c
to the Secretary for j vestigating the returns of 1919.
Miss Chestina Small, who recently High street; telephone, 157-4. Organist,
Association stands
underwent, an operation for appendicitis Miss Amy Stoddard; soloist, Mrs Leroy
Tuesday’s rain took off all the snow at the Tapley
cases ot need which i
at 10.45. Church
Hospital, is gaining rapidly Paul. Morning worship
Dues may be and left a trail of damage to the streets and is now with
it.
u>
her parents, Capt. and school at noon. Men's Forum at 12.15.
and walks all over town. Tae basement Mrs.
,r>, Mrs. C. M. Craig,
Walter J. Small, at 30 Church Stereopticon lecture at 7.30. Mid week,
of the Eaton block was flooded and it is street.
Rev. A E. Wilson.
Capt. Small remained at home a devotional service Thursday at 7.30 p. m,
reported that several thousand post cards trip on account of his
“The time draws near the birth of
daughter’s illness. I
season draws near it
belonging to the Eastern Illustrating Co. His command, the schooner Blanche H. ; Christ,”.and the Christmas spirit is alsend
! were destroyed.
nose desiring to
The water main on King,
Capt. 0 M. Gray of Brooksville ready in the air. Our homes, our stores
through the maii to ! Northport avenue broke, but has been substituting, is reported a total loss off and places of business already show
of
mailing
importance
j repaired. The bridge near the upper dam Bermuda in the g le of Dec. 2nd. Her signs of preparation for a fitting celebrais injured.
her to avoid the great
crew
Friends are
was
saved. The schooner was tion of the auspicious day.
v
occasioned by wailowned by Pendleton Brothers of New thinking of each other and secretly purMrs. C. C. Pineo entertained the Sat\s before the holiday
as
to
York and was valued at
present
tangible evi$150,000. She chasing gifts
1 lie Bepartment, in or- urday Auction Club at her home on Mill
deuce of their thought, and little chilwas not insured.
A delicious
tho public to this end, i er street Tuesday evening.
dren
are looking forward with impatient
The Waldo County Chapter, A. R. C.,
a the parcel, “Not to
expectancy to the day which, to them,
j dinner was served at 7 o'clock from a has had a few
additional enrollments
tinstmas” or similar; table centered with a large dish of fruit,
is “the gladdest day oi all the year.”
the total 772 annual and 5 conmaking
were
Covers
laid
Let us see to it that amid all the innocent
ge the public to prop- j beautifully arranged
members, and giv rig as our
18, the guests being Mrs. Carl H. tributing
less parcels that they j for
share of the proceeds for home work, mirth »f this “festive season,” we do
Mrs.
Maine
Mrs.
Allan
orin
Stevens,
lesiination
Hills,
i
good
$406.
Besides this we have received not forget to pay our homage to the
\usTfN W. Keating, J M. Howes, Miss Florence M. Dunton and
donations amounting in all to $231.25, “new-bom Ring.” Not only the “wise
Miss Belle Keating.
By an ingenious de- and
men of the East,” but the
greatest, the
ranging from $50.00 to 50 cents,
vice the club members drew cards bearwisest, the best men of all ages have
a total of $637.25.
1 OF SPECIAL INTER- j
making
It
will
take
ing suggestions cf gifts to be received at
counted
Him
of
worthy
worship and hon
is
of Hie Grammar ; the Christmas
three times as much to carry J
party to be held with practically
or.
Let us then, as citizens of this great
on our Public Health
the common gave a ; Mrs.
and
we
therework,
Wm. H. Hall.
Mrs. Sumner C.
fore make an urgent appeal to ail our Christian country, and remembering that j
.rty Thursday evening
Pattee won the first prize and Mrs. Wm.
all that is highest and best in our nationcitizens to aid with as large contribu
Lord’s room in honor H. Hall the second
during the evening’s tions as
al life we owe to “the Babe of
Bethelem,”
K. Keene, tlie teacher
possible. Please do not wait to
game of auction.
be personally solicited, but send your plan to be present in the churches of our
ceutiy resigned. The
on Christmas Sunday and thus seek
city
check
to
in
its
decora
Miss
The Glendale, Calif., Evening News of
Isabel Ginn, Treasurer.
attractive
to show that at heart we are still faithand Christmas em- a recent date has the following interest- Up to date, contributions ol $5 00 or over
ful to the Christ-Child. The subject of
which a delicious ing article concerning Freeman McGil- have been received as follows: Miss
on
the pastor’s sermon will
Anne C. Crosby, $50; Mrs. Powell Claybe, “The Angel’s
was centered
s spread
very Kelley, a former Stockton Springs
Lnrisimas tree bearing boy and also well known in Belfast:
ton, $25; Jonas W. Bu.ton, $25; Daugh- Message.” There will also be a special
Christmas
talk
to
the
ters of Veterans, $15; Mrs. J. H. Howes,
children, entitled
ui solitaire, the engage“Many Glendale friends' attended the
“Jack’s Christmas Dream.”
Parents
guest ot honor. The formal opening of the Glendale Florist $15; Mrs. C. C. Pineo, $10; Mrs. J. W.
are
urgently
to send their
requested
J. H. Howes, $0; Mrs.
dainty hand-made al- Shop, 120 South Brand
Blaisdeil,
$10;
boulevard, on Amos
or better
still, to bring them to
wiin me poinsettias
Clement, $5; Mrs. J. W. Freder- children,
Saturday. Mr and Mrs. Kelly received
ick and Charles W. Frederick, $5; City- me service.
uais of Dr. Frans. F.
many compliments and congratulations
A wouuerful series of beautiful
pictures,
point Sewing Circle, $5; Mrs. E. P.
The guests in- on the artistic
ueene.
arrangement of their disMrs. L. L. Roderick, Mr.
$5; Miss Maude E. Barker, $5; showing many charming scenes in Ceyplay, in which the rich autumnal colors Carle,
Mrs. J. G. Aborn, $5; Mrs. Ralph Em- lon, magnificent temples, religious festiHartshorn ana daughpredominated. A climbing vine over
Lstlier F. Lvans and the lattice
ery, $5. Contributions of any amount vals, schools, the manners and customs
separating the display room are
gladly received, nut small sums make of the people, was presented in the lecguest of honor was also from the workroom reminded one of the
small totals, and it is absolutely neces- ture last Sunday evening to a large and
bhe is a
casserole,
H. S. are especially
imsket ball game in the
isday, evening between
ud the Winslow High,
a fast and well coach,me will be interesting.
it.

j

\

\

vines ‘back East” when Jack Frost arrays them in brilliant hues.
The windows were resplendent with masses of
great shaggy chrysanthemums, one of
royal purple, the other golden yellow. A
number of fantail gold fish in an aquarium in the purple window were the touch
that made a
|Veasing note of contrast and
happy canaries in golden cages above the
flowers in each window sang solos, duets
and choruses to entertain the guests.
Beautiful varieties of cyclamen, pompom chrysanthemums iu a variety
of
deep colorings, red cosmos and an unusual
foliage plant, besides the usual roses,
carnations and ferns were among the
plants that attracted the attention of the
Mr.
guests.
and Mrs. Kelly are well
known in Glendale, their nursery and
florist shop having been established here
for some time. They had a display room
next door to their present one, but moved to th s
location in the Glendale
Theatre building because of its greater
attractiveness and suitability for their
hue of w'ork. They promise that they
will give Glendale a flower shop second
to none in Los Angeles.”

appreciative audience.
These lectures
are free to the public and are
greatly enjoyed by those who attend. To hear
such lectures is indeed a privilege which
ought to be eagerly seized by our young
It is to be hoped many of them
people.
will plan to be present during the winter.
The subject of the stereopticon lecture
AN Unusual Christmas Ball. Mrs.
next Sunday evening will be “Some
Sunnier C. Paitee lias had remarkably
Glimpses of the Frontier.”
good success with both divisions of her
A very profitable time was spent last
the children’s lessons
dancing class,
at the Men’s Forum in
closed Dec. 4 with a happy session when Sunday morning
! discussing “The City Man’s Obligations
parents and friends were present. The to
the Farmer.”
The subject was introadult class closed Monday evening,
both duced
by Mr. alph Hayford who treated
wall be continued again after the holidays.
it in a very exhaustive fashion. Many
Mrs. Paitee has a large class in Searsof the men present were practical farport, which also includes pupils from mers and their contributions
to the disStockton Springs, and is arranging for
cussion were of great interest 2nd value.
classes in Freedom. The oall to be given
It is felt that much good must come
in
the Armory Wednesday, Dec.
22nd,
will be a delightful event for old and from the frank exchange of thought on
these occasions. Dr. W. L. West preThe children will have the floor
young.
in his usual efficient manner and
from 8 to y and the adults irom y to 12. [ sided
Mrs
Paitee will be assisted by Mrs. dropped pearls of wisdom which enriched
Charles bradbury, Mrs. C. b. Holmes the minds of those present. The speaker
and Mrs. C. C. Pi. eo as matrons; Mrs. for next Sunday is Mr. A. B. Stautial,
who will take as his topic, “Problems of
Marion E. brown, Mrs.
bradbury, Mrs.
Farmer.” A large attendance of
Pineo, Mrs Holmes, Mrs. S. G. Swift, the
Mrs. Harry A. foster, Mrs. C. H. Stev- men is requested.
On Wednesday, Dec. 22 at 3 p, m.. un;
ens, Mrs. V. L. Haii, Mrs. I. T. Dinsmore,
Mrs. K. H. Howes, Mrs. Fred T. Chase, der the auspices of the officers of the
Mrs. Allen H Patter&uu, Mrs. Arthur H. I Church School, there will be a Christmas
Tree for the children of the Primary DeMorse, Mrs. C, W. Wescott, Mrs. John
C. Pillsbury, Mrs. S. S. E. Shute, Mrs. E. partment in the church parlors. Parents
are cordially invited to be present.
In
L. Rogers, Anne M. Kittredge, Mrs.
the evening at 7 o’clock there will be a
Raymond R. ^hermau, Mrs. Z. D. HartsSocial.”
Peoples’
“Young
Admission,
horn, Mrs. H. W. Collins, Mrs. Fred
ten cents.
Racklill, Mrs. C. F, Hammons, Mrs.
William Vaughan, Jr.,
Mrs. R.
P.
RECEIVE
THAN
The First Baptist Church.
Rev.
Coombs, Mrs. L. A. Payson, Mrs. A. M.
lieorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
Mrs.
Maude
E.
Ferguson,
busse, Mrs.
Services of
R. D. Soulhworlh, Mrs. B. L. Davis, Mrs. Cedar; telephone, 123-11.
Church school
R 1. Hammons,patronesses.The following worship 10.45 and 7.30.
at 12 o’clock.
Christian
Endeavor at
program has been arranged: March by
d.30
at 7.30 the mid-week
A|:
the children’s class;
'crease of
Hungarian Folk serv:ce.Thursday
Over Our First Year
Dance, Martha Hartshorn, Helen Payson,
Thursday, Dec. 16th, an adjourned
Jane Terrabain, Vesta Higgins, Doris
of the church will be held at
Collins, Laura Beady, Isabel Coombs, meeting
close of the tocial meeting.
Janet Sherman; butterflies, Elena Shute; the
Friday, at 7 o’clock, choir rehearsal at
Old English Country Dance,
Clarissa
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Young.
Harriman, Ruth Vaughan, Ruth Foster, It is expected that the new books
will be
Janet and Richard Sherman, Alfred and
out at this time.
Prescott Ferguson, Clyde York; Mignou, given
themes:
The
will
Sunday
pastor
preach
Helen foster; Dutch Dance, Alice Davis,
both morning and evening and the serHildegarde Rogers, Charlotte Cooper,
DUE DEC. 20th
mon themes are as follows: “Beware the
Frances busse; Riding Dance, Oliver A.
the Rust, the Thief,” and “Mr.
h!
Canter; Pierrette, Alice brown, Anne Moth,
Hoover’s Appeal for the Children.” A
Cooper, Katherine Pineo; Tarantella, ! splendid chorus
choir has been developed
Frances Clark, Olive Morse; Irish Jig,
the young people and will render
Isabel Coombs, Dons Collins, Emily among
! service at bo'h services. An orchestra
Rackiiff, Julia Chalmers, Fern Einnikin, is also in attendance in the
evening.
Bernard an Eugene Hammons, Thomas
The public is cordially invited to the
Parker, Warren South worth, Harry Fos- services of the church.
Rfcr-ter; Exhibition Waltz and Fox i'rot, Mrs.
Pattee and partner.
The annual meeting of the Baptist
Church was held Thursday evening, when
the following officers and committees
were elected: Clerk, Miss Maud E. Math
ews; treas., Charles H. Twombly; missionary treas., Gerald W. Howard; auditor, Willis B. Fletcher; board of assessors,
O. E. F'rost, Charies H. Twombly, Fred
Smyth, George H. Robertson and Charles
E. Rhoades; membership committee, Mrs.
Fannie M Robertson, Mrs. Idella D. Rich,
Mrs. Abbie F, Putnam, Mrs. Mabel A.
tion sale all
Howard, Miss Ella I. amalley; benevothe
season.
A chance to
Christmas preslence, Mrs. Lulu P. Nichols, Mrs. B. L.
> the Man or
of the
at reasonable
on our entire stock of Men’s
Robertson, Miss Gladys Michaels, Mrs.
< vs’
Minnie Perkins, Miss Lulu H. Smalley,
No consideration for cost or loss. Our manufacturers have
Alton K. Braley, Mrs. Estella B. Walker;
men us a line on
tor next year and we have
to those
cut our
music, Albert L Cuzner, Misses Bertha
be current next season,
Hayes and Chastine Stevens; visiting,
our loss now instead of
Mrs. William F. Stevens, Mrs. F’red M.
Mrs. Ella Holt, Mrs. Agnes MorI Dutch,
j ris, Mrs. Linda Rnowlton; social, Idella
Knowlton, Mrs. Bertha K. Robbins, Mrs.
Maine Normal
been a popular
o.
in the city tor sevi’-dves came to iieilast
go from New' bharon,
made many friends in
work and socially,
ffe
c New York Institute
eir wedding wiil iake
future....Miss Martha
>1 the pupils ot Miss
nted ner several dishes
Little Miss Ernestine
<>s presented her teacher
Moner pickle lork.
teachers ot the Peirce
Miss Keeue formerly
a
very pretty party.
: ranged table was ceniisome angel cake decobride, the frame ot
r of
sterling dessert
Miss
,i.e bride to-be.
of this city and Miss
of Milton, Mass., also
of the Peirce school,
e gi t.
Lasiern
and has

v

o

1920.

FiVE CENTS'

PERSONAL

tractive advertisements ever seen here
At the junction of the principal busineai
streets and on near by light poles, etc.,
were life size blackbirds that drew the
attention of all to the picture of thal
name in the Colonial Tuesday.
“Jusl
look! “Are they real,” Keep still” were
heard on all sides.

The January term of the Supreme Judicial Court for Waldo county will be
held Jan. 4th with Judge Charles J.
Dunn of Orono presiding.

ianee o£ the Unitarian
handkerchief and
a

MAINE, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 16;

.for the maintenance of the work
that we have from those who are able to
do it gifts of $5 and over. The Public
Health work is distinctly worth while.
Nearly every up to date and enterprising
city supports at least one Public Health
Nurse.
sary

|

Our 1920
Christmas Club Members
MORE

Railroad Lease
A committee consisting of

President

Selwyn Thompson, representing

the Bel-

fast &

Moosehead Lake Railroad Company; Alderman R. L. Cooper, Councilman Ralph Ii. Howes, and myself, representing the city, were in conference in

Portland

on

Saturday, December 11th,

with Mr. Maurice McDonald, President
of the Maine Central Railroad Company,
regarding the Belfast & Moosehead Lake
Railroad Company lease situation.
Mr. McDonald outlined to the committee very frankly and fully the operating, earning and financial conditions
which confront the Maine Central at this
time. He advised that the Maine Central was in no situation at the moment
to consider a permanent adjustment of
the relations by either lease or
purchase,
but that it was the desire of the Maine
Central, when conditions were ironed
out, to purchase the road f. r cash or its

Miss Ethel S. Savery of the Guilford
schools is spending the vacation at her
home in East Belfast.

Miss Lida Perkins of the East Belfast
school is spending the vacation at her
home in South Penobscot.

equivalent.
He suggested a temporary extension of
the lease at the same price of $36,000 per
year, either party having the option to
Miss Mary A. Houston, a teacher in discontinue
the arrangement
on six
the city schools, left Saturday to spend months’ notice. This suggestion appealthe two weeks’ vacation at her home in ed to the Committee as probably the
Bradford.
most practical course to be followed at
this time, and undoubtedly the City GovMrs. George H. Patch and Mrs. Elizaernment will recommend to the Direcbeth Patch Peiry of East Northport have
tors of the Belfast & Moosehead Lake
gone to Freedom, where they plan to
Railroad Company that such an extenspend the winter.
sion of
Earl Foster of Montville was the
over Sunday of his sister, Mrs.
Walter S. Darby, and family.
L.

guest

Karl R. Smalley has returned from
Bates College, where he entered last
fall, and is taking post graduate work in
the Belfast High school.

Miss Marion Knowlton of Washington,
D. C., is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Emma
K. Kochersperger in Boston and will also
spend a part of her vacation at her home
in this city.
Miss Margaret M. Craig, instructor of
physical education at the Y. W. in Newark, N. J., will arrive Dec. 23rd to spend
a week with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles M. Craig.
Mrs. Harry A. Foster and Miss FranA. Sargent left Saturday for Portland, where the former will receive surgical treatment and the latter will spend
the Christmas vacation with relatives.

the present lease be made.
The matter of obtaining appioximately
the correct estimate of the earnings of
our branch was also
considered, and definite steps are to be taken to obtain that

information.
On behalf of the Belfast City Council,
C. W. Wescott, Mayor.
The regular meeting of the Women’s
Alliance of the Unitarian church will be
held this, Thursday, afternoon at the
home of Mrs. George A. Quimfcy, beginning promptly at 3 o’clock. The religious
news will be given by Mrs. E.
M. Glidden and Miss E. Frances Abbott wilt

present

a paper

on

"Historic Boston.”

Beverly S. Staples died suddenly of
heart failure in Lynn, Mass., on Dec. 6tb,
the day following his 74th birthday, and
one week after a visit to relatives in
Brooks and Monroe and to friends at
Citypoint, his former home. Mr. Staples
was born in Belmont, Dec.
6th, 1846, the
son of the Rev. Simon and Sarah (WoodIn
1850 they moved to
bury) Staples,
Monroe, where Mr. Staples resided until
about 1895, when with his family he
moved to Citypoint, Belfast, living there
until last September. In 1868 Mr. Staples
married Olive A. Rich of Monroe, who
survives him, with one son, Arthur B.
Staples ol Lynn, Mass and one daughter,
Mrs. Bradbury F. Cushing of Saugus,
Mass. He is also survived by two brothers, Asbury A. Staples of Winterport and
Charles B. Staples of Butte, Montana,
and by two sisters, Mrs. Rufus A. Colson
and Mrs. Nathaniel Twombly of Monroe.
Mr. Staples was a good citizen, a kind
neighbor and a loving husband and father.
Of an unusually active an energetic
disposition he was always busy and during the last ten years of his residence at
Citypoint took great satisfaction in improving and beautifying the home which
he built there, making it and its surroundings a delight to the eye and an
ornament to the town. Last September
Mr. and Mrs. Staples moved to Saugus,
Mass., to make their home with their
daughter, and on the day of his death Mr.
Staples had spent the afternoon with his
son in Lynn.
While walking to the car
he said to his son, "Let me sit down and
rest; I am tired,” and expired immediately. Funeral services were held from tho
chapel at Pine Grove Cemetery in Lynn
on Dec. 8th and the remains will be interred there. Many beautiful floral tributes were received from loving relatives
and friends.
The S. of V. Auxiliary will have a
supper Monday night at 6 o’clock. Price
to non-members, 35 cents. Supper will
be followed by the regular meeting with
a Christmas tree and
entertainment at
8 o’clock.

ces

Rev. Anna P. Bailey who occupied
the Universalist pulpit last Sunday evening, left Wednesday for her nomein
Oldfield. She was entertained while
here by Mrs. Elijah Ritchie and Mrs, A.
J. Clarey.

Capt. Basil R. Allen, First Lieut. John
E. Wright and Sergts. Harold S. McK.een and Charles Merrithew of Company F. went to Bangor Saturday to attend the battalion school of the Third
Maine Infantry.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl L. Noyes and the
latter’s son have been absent the past
week on a vacation trip in Boston and
New York. Warren F. Fahy has been
substituting for Mr. Noyes at the American Express office.

Used Cars
1— 1920
2— 1920

Touring, with starter.
Runabout, with starter;
mileage low.
1—1920 ton truck, equipped with

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. W. Perry of Port-land are guests of Mrs. Alice I. Thombs?
fhey plan to return home to-day, Thursday, and Mrs. Thombs will accompany
them on her way to South Bend, Ind.,
where she will spend the winter.

combination passenger

Hartwell L, Woodcock will sail Jan.
4th for Nassau, N. P., where he will
spend the winter working on his water
color scenes for commercial purposes.
Mrs. Woodcock will spend the winter
with her cousin, Mrs. Ab ie F. Swan.

and

freight body.

1—1917 touring.

1—1914

touring in good

1—1919 coupelet,

T. Frank Parker, who resigned several
months ago as treasurer of the Waldo
Trust Company, has a position with the
State Bank Commission at Augusta.
This week he is with
Commissioner
Alex. H. Nichols of Searsport on his regular trip.

j

BEVERLY S. STAPLES

new

condition

paint, fully

warranted to be in firstclass shape.
1 little roadster in good shape.
B. O.

SAN BORN-COX

NORTON,

Ford Sales and

Guy R. Sanborn and Miss Lena Cox of

Service Station

Belfast, Maine.

East Peru were married in Mexico, Me.,
Mr. Sanborn will be rememNov. 28.
bered as a Waldo boy and has the best
wishes of his many friends.
He now has
employment in a pulp mill in Rumford.

$19,000.00
$10,000

—

^iub

■

1921 ■?€*Membership Now Open

URST PAYHENT

A MERRY XMAS AND A

WALDO TRUST COMPANY

HAPPY NEW YEAR

Belfast—Brooks—Unity—Maine

Great

through

Christmas

get

family

boy

prices

Clothing.

prices

today

taking

I

prices

then—featuring

S and OVERCOATS at

$39.50.

Reduced from $29.50, $35, $42.50. up

to

$55.

''keeping Reductions on Boys1 Suits, Overcoats
Mackinaws, from 20 to 30 Percent

and

Overalls,

Work Shirts, Lion Brand Dress-Up Shirts, Swan-Russell Hats,
Caps,
Hosiery, Underwear, Sweaters. Boys’ Knee Pants, Blouses—all at an
average of 20 percent reduction.

1

;n<i,1

LCIAL readjusted prices

Bath Robes, Ties, Garters, Arm
FOR HOLIDAY PRESENTS.
on

Banas, etc.,

pr’ces> I assure you, will be satisfactory to you, and I know you will
iv°r to lower the abnormal
high prices now current. TERMS CASH.

^ARRY

W. CLARK &

CO.,

The Maiu ^treet*

I

First Parish (Unitarian) Church.
Rev. A. E. Wilson, minister.
Preaching
service at 10.45 a. m.
School at noon.
All are cordially invited to worshp at this

church.

appreciate my

Clothiers, Belfast

Services at Mason’s Mills church will
be held Sunday at 2 p.m. with
preaching,
followed by the Sunday school.
There will be preaching service at
Wood’s school house, W. Northport next

Sunday at

2.30 p

m.

in Our

Savings Club

WHICH STARTED

MONDAY,

DECEMBER

Everybody-Old and Young-Is Invited

13th
to

join

DEPOSIT lc. 2c, 5c, 10c, 25c,

50c, $1.00, $2.00, $5.00 AND UP

Margaret Rogers, George H. Robertson
and Raymond O. Young; missionary, Mrs.
George C. Sauer, Miss Frances A. Sargent, Mrs. O. E. Frost, Misses Amy I,.
Wilson and Grace H. Hayes. The church
has given for the year to missions and
benevolences $1069.50.

METHODIST Church.
People’s Methodist Church, Rev. Charles W.
Martin,
No.
7
Court St.; telepastor; parsonage,
213.11.
Sunday morning preachiphone,
ng, 10.45; Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
service at 7.30. Prayer meeting this,
Thursday, evening at 7 30.

Everyone Who Enrolls

Christmas

$19.50, $29.50, $34.50,

verV garment in the house is included in this great
sale—Blues, Blacks, Separate
users, Ulsters. Leather Coats, Siieepiined Coats, Mackinaws—everything.

[

Is Assured

20% to 331>%

at

\

Sale

Readjustment

r-

The first deposit makes you a member
No fines-No Fees-No Losses
And you will save enough by Christmas to buy
presents^
and enjoy the festivities without stint or inconvenience.

The

City National Bank of Belfast

Belfast, Thursday, Dec. 16, 1920
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

The

Republican loumal Pub.

Co.

A. 1. BROWN. Editor.
Advertising terms, f or one square,
inch length in column, 50 cents for
each subsequent
one week and 35 cdnts for
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In speaking of changed conditions in
the fishing on the Kennebec river, Gsme
Warden H. L. Spinney of Bath remarked
recently that he recalls when the first
set of lobster traps was placed along the
near coast by a Southport fisherman and
then it was possible to go down to a pool
near the home of his maternal grandfather, Richard Marr, on Salter’s Island
and gaff ISO good sized loosters. They
were brought up the Kennebec and three
cents apiece was considered a fair price.
I The going price in the Bath market this
week is 60 cents a pound. The crustI aceans were boiled in those days 100 at a
time. The late Melvin Spinney of Small
the department of justice and will see Point is said to have put the second set
that, next year, our people will not be of lobster traps at Small Point.—Kennecompelled to purchase graft and coal on bec Journal.
We remember seeing, more than sixty
a 50-50 basis.
years ago, a lobster which Capt. James
During the first nine months of this j Miller caught at low tide, entangled in
than 122,000,000 yards of sea weed under his wharf. We were
year more
various cotton cloths produced in foreign told by Capt. Miller that this lobster
countries, were brought to the United weighed 18 pounds. We remember too
States. During the same months of last that the steamboat agent on duty at
were imported.
year only 22,000,000 yards
that time on this wharf hid several lobIn Belgium the highest wages paid to ster traps in favorable positions at
spinners (men) is 28 cents an hour and the sides of the wharf and we know he
the highest wages paid to women is 16
caught lobster, because one day when he
cents an hour. The average wage paid was busy elsewhere we palled up one
to cotton mill operatives is less than 20
trap and there were two lobsters in it.
cents an hour to adults and less than half Further
your deponent saith not.
that sum to children. In the cotton mills
in Japan the labor cost is less than half
TROY.
that of Belgium. Mr. Gompers tells us that
the battle against a reduction of wages in
Thomas Sanborn and family recently
this country will be a fight to a finish.
moved to the Center.
Mr. Gompers is leading a forlorn hope.
Oral Cuddy and family have moved to
thiscountrt has been wonFor five

__

QUOTATION
“Ef you want sumpin’
An’ jes’ dead set
A-pleadin’ for it with
both eyes wet,
An’ tears won’t bring it,
W’y you try sweat,
As my uncle us’t to say.”

—Riley

TAXATION
Last month the public debt of the
United States increased $112,000,000. It
now seems to be certain that the treasury
will face deficits until our tax laws have
been changed and the new laws have been
in effect for about a year. On account of
the prevailing business conditions the re-

ceipts from the income tax will be largely
reduced at least for two or three years,
and the receipts from the excess profits
years
tax, which have been very large, will be derfully prosperous.
very

Aside from the passage of

small.

appropriation bills it is probable that the present Congress will attempt to do little except to finish investigations and make reports on which the
Attorney General of tile next administration may base such prosecutions as may
necessary

pioduces are receding and neither Mr.
Gompers nor anybody else can prevent a
lower price for labor.
j
William D. Haywood is a well known
leader of the I. W. W. He was arrested
and sentenced to prison for violation of

with genera] favor because it was believed that it would take all ill-gotten
gains, wherever found, and thus put a
stop to profiteering.
The purpose of the law was excellent.
Its administration was scandalous. Greedy
and unscrupulous individuals and corporations robhed consumers and were robbed
in turn by the excess profits law. The
people have had more than enough of

We

statutes.

erased

must

have

from

are

with

has
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his

George Fernald,

and

women
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as soon as

possible.

phonograph.
It

was

proved Sept.

6th at the

can

get

one

exactly like

it.

We have an exact duplicate of the Official Laboratory Model
used at the Colonial Theatre. Marie Tiffany herself has inspected it. She has personally signed a Certificate of Authenticity for it. This Certificate guarantees that this instrument is capable of sustaining the same astonishing test
as the one made at the Colonial Theatre.

with

Mrs. Myra Terrill, whose home was recently destroyed by fire, is living in the
"Dr. Barker house” at Rogers Corner,
which is near the horns of her childhood.

should be added to its equipment

a

If you could have this marvelous instrument in your home,
you would take it on the spot.

Mass.

for the present are stopping

phonograph that can bring you all the living
bring,—excepting, of course, his physical presence.

Marie Tiffany, one of America’s greatest sopranos, sang in
direct comparison with the RE-CREATION of her voice by
the New Edison. No one in the audience could tell one
voice from the other.

her home in

to

phonograph.

All Belfast knows it.
Colonial Theatre.

Mra. E. E. Bagley who has been spending a week with her Bister, Mrs. T. W.

Our State Highway Commission has an
abundance of road experts and plenty of
A few hundred Armenian
machinery.

this sort of indirect taxation. The excess
profits law must be differently adminisbe

Mrs.

the great musicians in your home

a

There is such

to open the prison doors before they
While writing this, Monday morning,
“Freedom
themselves were imprisoned.
of speech” does not license treason. Hay- Dec. 6, the crows are calling. The out
wood, himself, is not of much importance, of doors looks like April. We wisn the
but the fact that he had a thousand lis- winter was
gone and spring had really
teners most of whom were in full sym- I come.
pathy with him signifies that he, and the
propaganda which he promulgates, are
The schools in town closed last week.
indorsed by more than a million rabid and
her
closed
Edith
Estes has
Miss
and
order.
of
law
dangerous enemies
school in Burnham Dec. 3rd. The CenFive hundred Armenian women, em- ter school gave a box social and enterployed by the American Red Cross, have ; tainment at the schoolhouse Friday
dollars
than thirteen
built 100 miles of stone roads in Meso- ! evening. More
potamia and reconstructed several steel was realized. The program consisted of
bridges within the past four months to songs by the school, dialogues and recifacilitate transportation of Red Cross sup- tations. A vocal solo was much enjoyed,
plies.—Commercial and Financial World. by little Miss Erma Roundy.

This enactment met

must

You want
artist can

relatives in Troy.

the United States would follow its example. He called on American workers

penditures made for war purposes the excess profits tax clause was written into

it

So you turn to the

Mrs. Powell and daughter have given
up their home and work in Waterville

A few days ago he made a public speech
in Washington, D. C.( in which he praised
the Russian Soviet government and hoped

business conditions now existing.
When it became necessary to raise large
sums of money to pay the stupendous ex-

or

to hear
YOUButwant
can’t.
you

care.

Hawes,
Boston,

the espionage act.
Why he was not put
in prison and kept there we cannot state.

be made in the income tax law, owing
not altogether to imperfections in the law
when passed, but especially to the changed

tered

Ira Fernald and family

Frank
Thompson and family have
moved to the home of Otis Rhoads who
is in poor health and needed help and

fourth o£ March. It seems to be generally admitted that some changes should

Plain Talk
about phonographs

Plymouth,.

in-

the labor leaders of 1914 or even 1916.
The country can stand the pace no longer. The prices of everything which labor

to be, the most important problem presented for solution by the special session
-which will be necessary soon after the

laws.

our

Parents, Mr. and
for the winter.

that there will be much discussion concerning the taxation question which
should, and probably will be considered

revenue

In most of

dustries the advance in wages has kept
step with the advance in commodities till
the pace exceeded the highest hopes of

be warranted. It is to be feared that the
League of Nations will come in for much
useless discussion, and it is to be hoped

our

LOBSTERS

thoroughly disgusted with promises,
verbiage and investigations which stop
short of fixing guilt upon the guilty, and
administering adequate punishment to
the offenders. A U. S. Senate committee
is now in session investigating the coal
scandal. Testimony has been given which
shows that New England purchasers of
anthracite coal have been robbed to the
extent of <17,000,000 between the coal
veins and the retailers who have to pass
payment of the graft along to the conLet us hope that the Senate
sumer.
committee will turn its findings over to

is

The Republican Journal

This certified Official Laboratory Model is the phonograph
that has the realism that will make music live in you home.
No other phonograph or talking machine has made, or can
sustain, the test of comparison.

Come in and let

somely engraved

with it.

it for you. Let us show the handCertificate of Authenticity which is given

us

play

Ch.il cl re n Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

Main Strest, Bslfasj, Mains

CASTO R I A

our

burdensome

long time
humanly possible, the burden should be equitably allotted. A com-

taxation in

and,

as

far

some

form for

a

as

mittee of the Business Man’s National
Tax Association has made

a careful and
extensive study to ascertain what changes
should be made in our revenue laws renting to excess profits taxes, stamp

taxes, excise and all other forms of
special taxes. This committee lias reported in favor of a sales tax to take the
place of all the above mentioned taxes.

Notice of foreclosure

It is estimated that a tax of one per cent
from gross sales would yield three billion
dollars annually. It is confidently assert-

/

“Just

ed that the sales tax will bear equitably
upon consumers and will be vastly more
satisfactory to business men, professional

a

measured

The United States
tells

ihat

before

it

tana

Get

DRASTIC

the railroads and
the wholesalers have taken the usual
rake off, Montana coal will cost our retailers f'fty dollars a ton. The trail of

We call attention to the situation now existing and suggest commitments at these prices on conservative terms which do not involve large
initial outlay nor expose you to the strain of margin calls.
Send for full particulars of this method for making market purchases
and for our weekly Market Letter, “THE TICKER.”

the profiteer is well marked from the unmined coal to the retailer and in some
instances even to the bins of the con-

J. A. GAMAGE &

Special committees have “prob-

ed,” associations of

CO.,

INVESTMENT SECURITIES.

coal

barons and
held “consultations” and the Attorney General of the
United States has “taken steps.” The

Private Wire to Boston and New York.

•wholesalers have each

to the extent of enabling him to
get his coal at a fair price. The con-

I

I'in Your Xmas Candies Here!

believes that the price of coal has
been boosted without justilication. He

ing.

CUT ROCK,”

A Doctor’s

I"

Prescription

j

I

for internal and external use
that has a nation wide reputation for great merit.

43c. lb.

“BOSTON FLAKES.” 55c lb.

Box, 69c

CONDENSED

18c.

pk*

PUliE AND liOOD

“BABYLAND.” 55c lb.

NEW

CROP

Mixed Nuts
,b
30c
Pecans,Filberts, Almon’a
Impt’dWalnuts

Castanaa

SEEDED

RAISINS
42c Pk*
Delicious New Crop

TEAS BBL

Colds, Sore Throat,
Cramps, Chills, Sprains,

DEHYD

IOO Years of

L

EGGS

25 and 50 cents.

Success

6

|

Egg Carton

23c

W. W. BLAZO &

j

COFFEES E, 33°^

Direct Importing Co.
BENEFIT STORE
10 Main Street, Belfast, Me.

SWEET
NUT

34ojjlb
$1

you’ll certainly prefer

straight

to

eitl

1

Camels blend makes poss
wonderful mellow mildness—\
desirable body is there! And C
never tire your taste!

j

SON,

126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

You’ll appreciate Camels freer
from any unpleasant cigaretty ciftetaste or unpleasant cigaretty odor i

The Fraternities Health
and Accid?nt Asso.

■

Buy your protection in the Fraternities,
the leading health and accident association in Maine.
CHARLES S. TAYLOR Agent,
18tf
Hnvford Block. Belfast, Me.

I
Camels
rettes;
carton.

supply

satisfaction compsf:
with an}
rette in the world at any price

For your

own

Camels puff by puff

sold everywhere in scientifically sealed packs
ten packages ( 200 cigarettes) in a glassme
We strongly recommend this carton for the
or when you travel.
are

or

R. J, REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO, Winaton-Salem.

Dr A. M.

Lothrop

DENTIST

Margarine
3 lbs lor

First, quality—se

Camels expert blend of choice Tur.
and choice Domestic tobaccos

smoked

Leave orders at the stable,
of Main and Cross streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.

“JENNY LIND,” 47c lb.

for Coughs,

and ills.
All dealers,

to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving a

A 50c Value

55- 65c Value

Strains and many other aches

}
*

prepared

specialty.

|

These candies are absolutely fresh, bright and attractive. Extremely low priced,
You will pay from 16c to*25e per lb. more elsewhere than we ask.
The kiddies will surely enjoy them,

M ince Meat

is recommended by everybody

2-lb.

k.

Telephone connection.

I

r~~

You should know why Carm'
unusual, so refreshing so

are so

corner

sumer

[RIBBON CANDY,

or

Trucking
I am

I

m

of said

satisfying.

tf50

alleged purpose of these self proclaimed
reformers has been to protect the consumer

Camels sell!

Phone 492—493

Edith Hui'ding, Waterville, Maine.

figure why

and interest which the said Isadora M. Graves
had in and unto the same on January fourth,
1917, at seven o'clock in tne forenoon, the time
when the same was attached on the original
writ in the sam? suit; which suit was begun
and attachment made against
Isadora M.
Graves in her lifetime: A certain lot or parcel
of land situated in said Troy, bounded and described as follows: lying on the northerly side
of the road leading from Gerrish’s Corner to
Bagley’s Corner, so called, and bounded southerly by said road; easterly by lands of W. O.
Webb and Thdmas Mitchell; northerly by lands
of Thomas Mitchell and Edward Myrick; and
westerly by lands of Edgar Warren rnd Clair
Stone; containing one hundred acres more or
less.
*
IRA F. CUNNINGHAM,
8w61
Deputy Sheriff

LIQUIDATION

THE EVE OF ADVANCE

Montana,

to

as

$36 12, debt

Marks the end of the decline and furnishes an opportunity for those
still having available funds to pick up choice stock at bargain prices—
and on

This is good news for the people
who live in Montana, but is of little interest to the people of Maine. After the

j

j

cinch

a

executor of the last will and
Isadora M. Graves, for
damage, and $68,60, costs of
suit, and will be sold at public auction at the
post office at Burnham Junction in Burnham
in said County of Waldo, to the highest bidder,
on the twenty-second day of
January, 1921, a"
nine o'clock in the forenoon, the following
described real estate, and all the right, title

bottle now.

Geological Survey

coal.

sumers.

a

GUARANTEED
U Roy, N. Y,

is

a

cold barons of

said Troy,
testament

big and little coughs alike?

certain coal field in Moncontains about live billion tons of

us

Daddy

Then you can go to sleep and forget
that horrid old cough.
And as usual Mother is right,—but why not
save poor old dad the night trip to the drug
store next time by having an extra bottle of
Kemp’s Balsam in the house all ready for

sented to Congress. A sales tax law is a
oroposition which directly affects both
the buyer and the seller. It should be

It’s

STATE OF MAINE
Waldo ss
Taken this first day of December, 1920 on
execution dated November 29. 1920, issued on
a judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial
Court for the County of Somerset, at the term
begun and held on the t hirri Tuesday of September, 1920, to wit: on the twentieth day of
November, 1920, in favor of Parks Bros., a
corporation organized by law and located at
Pittsfield in the County of Somerset, and
against the goods and estate which were of
Isadora M. Graves of Troy in the County of
Waldo and State of Maine, deceased, in the
hands and possession of Horace W. Graves of

will be back home
with a nice bottle of
and

for you.

have small incomes. The recommendations of the tax committee will be pre-

and

*

'\

r.

Peggy dear,

KEMP’S BALSAM

men, working men and to almost everybody else. The committee favors some
changes in the income tax clause of the
revenue act, applicable to persons who

weighed
adopted.

''

few minutes HOW,

Colonial Theatre
TELEPHONE

Building

336-3

27tf

BARN CHART

Wanted

Telling about the medical treatment of A GOOD HORSBl—W“ii> t about 1200.
ROY H. SOUTHARD
Every Living Thing on the Farm” including Horses, Cattie, Sheep, Dogs and
Poultry, with Humphreys’ Vet rinary j
Remedies, mailed fre\ Address: Humph- j FURNISHED KENT for family of two,
reys’ Homeopathic Medicine Co., 156 o" ajjlew furnislifd rooms. No children.
Inquire at Journal office.
William Street, N6w York.

WANTED

ACENT WANTED IN
To sell the Original W
Spices, Extracts, etc. No
peaters. All or spare tmi
<
WATKINS Co 5? N
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Clocks, Jewelry,
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money loss
uisures only a
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complete.

Wallace

for 1921

'ALSO

Interior Photos for Old Colonial Homes.

Sawyer’s

Is but

an

WINDOW

index of the beautiful

—

goods within.

We will gladly lay away any
goods you may
select for Xmas. Call in.
no trouble
Positively
to show goods.
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consistently for

clean manhood and

womanhood,

high ideals and for strict observance of the law.
for

Grange is still aligned just as
firmly as ever on the side of right. It
believes that the riddance of liquor
helped greatly to sustain this country in the difficult period of afterwar adjustment.
Congress must
The

The Country Gentleman, the
great national weekly of profitable
farming, also stands unswervingly
for a clean and orderly national life.
It seeks not

only to inform, but to
inspire through its news of farm success.
You will find in its 52 big
weekly issues many helpful articles

know that the farmers oppose
the restoration of liquor.

You who believe in

a

and much wholesome entertainment
—all for $1.00. We urge the double

clean America

help insure it in no better way
than by joining the Grange. It is a
mighty power for progress; as such
can

advantage of being a member of the
Grange and a reader of The Coun-

it merits your support.

try Gentleman.

UUmmumnmmvnmmtiHutttutmtttttttiu

Waldo Countv Pomona Grange No. 12
E. E. BOWEN, Secretary,
B. L. ABORN, Master,

Belfast, R. F. D. No. 3,
Brooks, Maine.

At its last annual convention held a
few months ago at Montreal, the American Federation of Labor recognizing the
probability of a slackening in the demand
for labor proposed as a remedy that the
work-day should be reduced to six hours.
This would artificially maintain
the
prices of factory products at or near the
war level, while farm products would be
taking the natural decline. Of course
the farmers are not going to stand for
that, and ought not to. If they adopt
the same policy of restricting the hours
of labor and volume of product, prices
will be gloriously high all around, and
everybody will have plenty of leisure,
but there will be very much less to eat
and to wear and less of all the things
which the people are wanting.
Class
organization will have run itself into the
ground. The gains in living conditions
which have been accomplished by the
development of machinery and the application of capital to industry will have
been sacrificed.
Organized labor can do much for its
members and the community if it works
in harmony with the economic law, but
will do nothing but mischief if it works
against that law. It does not pay anybody to spend his energies iu trying to
make water run up hill, and anyone who
wants to accomplish something in this
world will find that th£re is an advantage
in working with the natural forces and
for the general interests rather than in
opposition to them.

Secretary: I’m glad to see the Grange being pushed with good advertising. And here’s my dollar for
COUNTRY Gentleman for a year—52 weekly issues. Please forward
my order to the Publishers at
Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pa.
Dear

My Name____
My Address_

Town___State_

a

terrible condi-

tion,” exclaimed Mr. Chuggins.
‘You’re lucky,” remarked

Sheriff’s Sale

Farmer
Corntossel. “Most of the automobiles
who get this far are so busy lookin' for a
; blacksmith shop or a garage that they
j don’t have time for friendly conversation ’bout the roads.”

4 Bell Street

169-12

STATE OB' MAINE.
Waldo

j

The Coast Guard cutter Ossipee this
winter will not cruise continuously along
the coast as has been the practice during
Reward
; the past two or three years
According
The readersof this paper will be pleasei I to present plans she will make her headquarters
at
Portland
during December
to learn that there is at least one dreadei I
disease that science has been able to curi ; and February and at Rockland during
January and March, prepared to answer
in all its stages and that is catarrh. Ca
1
promptly all calls for assistance from
tarrh being greatly influenced by consti
vessels in distress.
tutional conditions
requires constitu
tional treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh Medi
cine is taken internally and acts thru th<
In order to serve its patrons, one of the
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the Sys
large New York hotels requires in a single
tern, thereby destroying the foundatioi year 375,000 pounds of butter, 500,000
of the disease, giving the patientstrehgtl
quarts of milk, 90,000 quarts of cream,
by building up the constitution and as
and upwards of 2.000,000 eggs. In one
sisting nature in doing its work. The pro year the laundry department of the same
prietors have so much faith in the cura
establishment handles about 15,000,000
tive powers of Hall’s Catarrh Medicim
pieces of work.
that they offer One Hundred Dollars fo:
any case that it fails to cure.
Send fo:
Who would have thought on Armistice
list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Tole o
Day, November 11, 1918, that in two
years it would be quite probable that
Ohio. Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Germany would be admitted to the
League of Nations intended to control
WEST
the world, and with a vote as big as
that of the United States, if U. S. had
William Bowler is cutting pulpwood to put its head into the contrivance."—Troy
Times.
haul to

In a letter from Santa Monica, Calif.,
under the date of Nov. 29th Wm. X.
Morrison, a former Belfast citizen, sayB:
“I

east for July and August, going on to New York to attend the Lipton
races, being guest of Sir Thomas for five
days on his steam yacht Victoria, (seeing
the last three races) then to Minneapolis
for two months closing up my affairs
there, and now here to make my permanent home, my daughter, her husband
with their baby boy, William X. Morrison 2nd and myself, living together.
I
will spend my time playing golf and
I do not intend getting back
motoring
into business. Expect to go east, Belfast and Searsport, each year, a trip
down the bay and a visit in Boston and
New York with my nephews,
Alton
Jackson and John Pendleton, a few
weeks in Minneapolis during the chicken and duck shooting season.
(Sept, and
October.) Weather fine here—pretty
was

$100

MONTVILLE

Located 34 Church St.
To receive calls.

Left band door bell

DELICATE, DELIGHTFUL
FLAVOR

of SUPERBA TEA we
feel absolutely safe in suggesting its use in y)our home.
Politely) insist; and get
SUPERBA TEA
Dealer’s.

Nathan

Ernest Foye.

Vose, Clyde

Rowell

HUMPHREYS’
The full list of I>r. Humphreys* Remedies for
internal and external use, meets the needs of
families for nearly every ailment from Infancy
to old age—described in Dr. Humphreys' Manual
mailed free.

and

James Bartlett is hauling milk and
from McFarland’s Cprner and
W hite’s Corner and some for people here,
to the creamery.
Mrs. Edna Downer Walker, wife of Joseph Walker, died at the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Downer, in
Freedom, Dec. 1, aged about 25 years.
Besides her husband and parents she
leaves two small children, Ivan, aged
five years, and Agnes, aged three years,
and one brother, Fremont Downer, and
many other relatives and friends who
have the sympathy of all. Funeral services were held Dec. 4th at the home of
her parents in Freedom.

i:

Ii

j

PAYING THE BONUS
“The soldier boys must be patient, and
they must not expect that the day after
they send in their application for Bonus
blanks or even a day after they send in
their formal application for the bonus

Ho.
FCR
1. Fevers, Congestions. Inflammations
2. Worms, Worm Fever
3. Colic. Crying Wakefulness of Infants
4. Diarrhea of Children and adults
7. Coughs. Colds, Bronchitis
8. Toothache. Faceache, Neuralgia
0. Headache. Sick Headache, Vertigo
lO. Dyspepsia.Indigestion,Weak Stomach
13. Croup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis
14. Eczema. Eruptions.
18. Rheumatism, Lumbago
10. Fever and Ague, Malaria
17. Piles, Blind, Bleeding. Internal, Extern•
10. Catarrh. Influenza, Cold in Head
20* Whooplnd Courfh
21. Asthma. Oppressed. Difficult Breathing
27. Disorders of the Kidneys
30. Urinary Incontinence
34. Sore Throat. Qpriry
77. Grip. Grippe, La Grippe
Fop sale by druggists everywhere.
HUMPHREYS' HOMED. MEDICINE C O
Corner William and inn Streets, New York

FOR SALE
Yarn at $2.00 per pound for SweatAil colors. Apply at
ers. etc.

I

For Infants and Children

One flush toilet with fixtures.
One coal and wood stove.
One lot of double store doors with glass
panels and frame.
One 16-foot store counter. Also storage
rooms to let.
Apply to

In Use For Over 30 Years
Signature

—^
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M. R. K.NOWLTON

have a

cew

at ten

more or

o’clock in the

for.'noon, the fol-

3w49

less.

P. G. tiURD, Sheriff.

fall line of

Special Notice

Children’s Headwear, Sweaters,

Dresses, Hosiery

and

We wish to inform the public that wei
doing business all the time and if yoia
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,

are

Undergarments
at reasonable prices. Be sure to come in
before buying.
Cordially,

Block, Belfast,
tf17|

Room 2, Odd Fellows’

Georgie
Church Street,

Journal

E. Hall,

next to National Bank

ALG0L1 PILLS

Hakes a Fine
Christmas

Regulate the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Box
1103, City Hall Station, New York. See
signature on each box.

I

AUTO
trucking of all kinds and passenger cars to let by the day or hour.
Call 114-3

20tf

C. A. Paul

Oarage.

Low

S;

q

Phone 316-3

Undertaker

you

second Band

f.crlor

J. AUSTIN McKILEv.

Dr. Hester Brown
30

|

ready Charles R. Coombs

serye

once

and kitchen stoves.

(If

Automobile

PYTHIAN BLOCK.

To

FOR SALE

Fully equipped for prompt service at
all times.
jy29

72 Main

Tel. 320

GET INFO BUSINESS

Your

Laundry Work

Will be promptly and
satisfactorily done
if left with me.
Packages may be left at
my residence, 20 Miller street, or will call
for them if you phone me.
m

Tel. 103-30

THOMAS E. BOWKER,
Agent for Globe Laundry

H. ,W. ALLEN
Chiropractor
Office hours—9-10, 2-5, 6.30-7.30.

59

Street, Belfast.

High Street.

Watkins 137 products sell to
every farmer.
If you own auto or team can give bond Write^
today for information where you can get territcry for selling produces of largest institution of kind in world
Twenty million usersJ. R WATKINS CO.
7*46P
Hept. Ill Winona, Minn.

Insurance
Fire, Liability,

We are

Met

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

TRRiNTDlCKEY"

served at reasonable rates.

For Sale

bears

The

Cordially invites all shoppers in the
city over the holidays to avail themselves of its hospitality.
Lunches

CASTOR IA

Always

Kiddies’ Shop

Present
THE WAYSIDE TEA HOUSE
3w50

!

1420

S

fREEDMAN’S,
16 Cross Street. Belfast

MRS. ADA E. WILDES
Corner Miller and High, next Library.

1920,

lowing described real estate ard all the right,,
title and interest which the said Adele M, Buzzell has in and to the same on this 27th day of
November, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, A.
D. 1920, to wit:—A certain lot of land, situated,
in said Searsmont, with the buildings thereon,
being a part of lot No. 83, bounded and described as follows, to wit:-Beginning at a
stake ar-d stones at the road runring from
Lincolnville to Searsmont Village; thence on
said road to land formerly of Morrison Healr
27 1 2 rods; thence on said Heal’s land 44 rods
to line now or formerly of Fred Wentworth;
thence on stone wall 45 rods to a cross roadr
thence on said road 11 1 2 rods to line formerly of Timothy Dunton; thence on a stone wall
17 1-2 rods to a stake and stonee; thence on
Dunton’a line 20 rods to the place of beginning; containing eight and one half acres,,

your

PORTLAND. MAINE

i.i'iiimiur--

5UPERBA ON THE LABEL
SUPERB FOR YOUR TABLE

PARTIAL LIST

cream

at

MILL1KEN-TOML1NSON CO.
Importers and Packers

Thorudike.

Ephraim Hall raised 1200 bushels of
sound potatoes this year, which makes
him the potato king.
Among those who got deer here during the open season were Charles How-

that the money will be sent them,” said
Adjutant General Presson Monday.
“We have run up against another big
warm today playing golf.”
job,” continued Gen. Presson.
“It is a
repetition, in a way, of the Selective SerFOREIGN PROPAGANDA
vice work, for when everyone of the boys
who are entitled to the State of Maine
Foreign propaganda h s been the curse bonus have applied for it, it will mean
of the United States since the second that we have handled about
30,000 appliyear of the first administration of George cations. That is a tremendous job. It
and
Washington,
foreign propaganda, no took us months to handle those names
matter from what source it comas or : during the war and it is. almost as much
what disguise it assumes, is now, as it work to handle them for this bonus.
was then, the gravest and subtlest danger
“We now have about 18 clerks on the
to the harmony of the American nation, bonus wqfk, doing nothing else. They
the well-being of the American people are strain,ng every nerve to hasten the
and the achievement of American des- work, so far as accuracy and
looking
tiny. Almost too late we came to realize after the interests of each man is conwhat German propaganda was do ng to cerned, but it is a slow process snd I will
us; and even then we were awakened confess that ii is more of a job than I at
only by frightful and direct assaults upon first realized.
our honor, rights and interests.
Let not
our belated wrath at German propaganda
blind and deafen us to toreign propaganda
from other quarters.—Albert J. Bever-

Mrs. Leighton, Experienced Nurse,

So many people have such
a fondness for the

■

November 27, 1920.

ss.

Taken this 27th day of November, A. I>
192C, on execution dated November 18, 1920*
issued on a judgment rendered by the SupremeJudicial Court for the County of Waldo, at
the term thereof begun and heid on the first
Tuesday of January, A. D. 1920, to wit:—on
the tenth day of January, A. D 1920, in favor
of Ebecezer Cobb of Searsmont, in the County
of Waldo and State of Maine, against Adele M.
Buzzell of Searsmont, in the County of Waldoand State of Maine, for one hundred and seventy-one dollars and fifty-nine cents, debt or
damage, and sixteen dollais and sixty-six
cents, coats of suit, and will be sold at public
auction, at the office of Dunton & Morse, in
Belfast, in said Codnty of Waldo, to the highest bidder, on the 30tti day of December, A. D,

$100

■

ard,

Maine.

THE

I

idge.
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It has stood

Choice of Topics
“These roads are in

Mrs. C. S.

liquor.

—

Silk Skirts of Different Grades

OPPOSING ECONOMIC LaW

handling freight wher:>e picked up, have rea some-day possibilitain principles fundaeuce of transportation

;

so

Wie will not! says the National
Grange. Throughout its long and
noteworthy career it has fought on
the side of temperance, combating
the evil and waste wrought by

6,000,000.

APPLY TO

4 tdG CARGO PLANE
the air, huge, slow'hat would be able to

j

Teckla Underwear

ship operator,
lobbyist or solicitor,

". ring bribe or sweetwith gold.”
e.
first breath of wholewhich has blown out of
mess since the cover
: Colonel Goff is sucnsliing only a part of
secieaning job that he
ue entitled to the everhis niundered coun's Weekly.

The returns of the Congressional elections of Nov. 2, now nearly complete and
mostly official, show that in the next
Congress the Republicans will have 307
members in the House, the Democrats
127, and the socialists 1,—a Republican
majority of 179. The one lone Socialist
is Meyer London of New York.
In the
next Senate, the Republicans will have
59 seats, and the Democrats 37, —a Republican majority of 22 as compared
with the meagre margin of 2 votes in
the present Senate. Of the 34 contests
in the Senate the Republicans captured 10
seats from the Democrats and retained
all the seats now occupied by the
Republicans. Mr. Harding’s popular plurality
to
appears
have been something over

j

....OF ALL....

-man,

ie

SON, JEWELER,

District Watch Inspector M. C. R. R.

uption and to prosetullest extent of the
the private citizen,

A campaign of propaganda is
being
waged to restore the traffic in
liquor. Pressure toward that end
is certain to be exerted on Congress. Will we again shoulder alcohol’s old grievous load of taxation,
affliction and crime?

There are many seals this week at the
mouth of the Kennebec making a living
off the schools of herring and smelts in
the river, said Friday’s Bath Times.
Game Warden H. L. Spinnev says that
it is amazing how many fish these seals
will devour in the course of a day.
They will catch and cat cod, cusk and
shad and will eat more than 50 large
smelts for a meal. They will also eat
coot, sheldrake and ducks. On one occasion the warden had shot a couple of
coot on shore and the coot fell in front of
a large boulder on
the water’s edge so
that he had to go around the rock to obtain the birds.
When he reached the
wat r he found that a seal had been
ahead of him and this thief was making
off to sea with his game.

Views of Maine and the White Mts.

—-OUR

Again?

Minnie Mildred, wife of Percy W. Herrick of South Belfast, died Monday,
Dec. 6th, at their home after a short illness with pneumonia following measles.
She was born in Belmont, the daughter
of Llewellyn W. and Etta (Murch) Gray,
but the greater part of her life was spent
in Northport and South Belfast.
Her
age was 35 years. Her husband and
their only daughter, Leona Geraldine,
one aunt, Mrs. Carrie G. Sellers, and one
uncle,Stephen Murch of Worcester, Mass,
survive her. She was a devoted wife
and mother.
The funeral took place at
her late home Dec. 8th,
at 1 p. m.,
Rev. George C. Sauer of the Baptist
church officiating.
The interment was
in the South Belfast cemetery.

on a

LEADING MAKES.

Nutting Calendars

This Burden

MRS. PERCY W. HERRICK

A Fine Line ot FOUNTAIN PENS

:,■

_

stock

Christmas is the best time to get a start
beautiful new pattern of table silver.

be

ler may

jn

Holiday

Sterling and Silver Plated Goods

blunderers are probably
Not so the
rosecution.
(i.e
plu ulerers. Some at

>:e

,

their

Watches,

The task
hunt down the scoun,|,eni by the heels wherever
Hi e blunders are irre-

ancient history.

f

Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Thomas and Mr.
and Mrs. Morris Dow and child, three
years old, of Brownville, started from
that place Nov. 1st for Florida. They
stopped the first night out in the dooryard of C. C. Stuart at Newport. They
had one live-passenger car and a one-ton
truck with a miniature house built upon
it. It had every comfort one could ask
for in traveling. It contained two beds,
chairs, table and two stoves—one kero
They were in
sene and one gasoline.
the best of spirits. Frienas in Newport
had a letter from them recently saying
that they were in Richmond, Va., on
Nov. 23rd and having a fine time with
no trouble so far, roads and *weather fine
for traveling.
They picked cotton on
that day which was quite a curiosity to
them. They also spoke of the extensive
raising of tobacco and peanuts and the
holly which grew wild in great quantities.

High Street, Room
Telephone

125

1 and 2.

YOUR RHEUMATISM
Remove

Purifyino

Its

Cause by
Your Blood-

Colonial Theatre

1

One of the most important duties of your system is to burn up
certain substances no longer of use
in your body. One is uric acid,
now generally held to be the cause
of rheumatism. It inflames the
joints, stiffens the'muscles, causes
pains, aches, and lameness.
The system is helped to dispose
of this troublesome substance, and
rheumatism is permanently relieved, by Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the
It is
one true blood purifier.
aided in many cases by Hood’s
Pills, which in small doses are a
gentle laxative, in larger doses an
active cathartic. A grand treatment, economical and effective.

OAK

The City of Masks and adaptation of
George Barr McCutcheon’s popular novel
of the same name will be the feature attraction at the Colonial today. This is a
New York
story dealing with a phase of
life little known to the outside world.
Friday, the play you have all been waitMany
I ing for, Will Rogers ia “Jubilo.”
i will remember this great story written by
which
appeared in
! Ben Ames Williams
i the Saturday Evening Post. Goldwyn
quickly secured the screen rights, be-

HILL, Swanvilte.

Capt. and Mrs. H. E. Harrington were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ezra S. Knowlton of Belfast Dec. 11th.

Vermont Dec. 7th, where he had been
several months cutting Christmas trees.
On his way home he visited his friend,
Percie Long, in Buckfield for a week.

west,

meets

rouow

Ethel Clayton in
the East.

GEORGE H. CLARK

iuc

He also preached many funeral sermons.
He leaves to mourn for their loss a son,
Walter, with whom he made his home,
three daughters, Mrs. Etta Peavey of
Lincolnville, Mrs. Abbie Greenlaw and
Mrs Ada Curtis of Belfast; also a foster
Edwin C. Clark of Berkeley Cal
son
and seven grandchildren. Funeral services were held at his home Dec. 8th at
1 p. m.
Rev. Emma Harrison, speaking
words of comfort to the bereaved relaThe floral tribute
tives and friends
The bearwas abundant and beautiful.
ers were Henry Peavey, George Alexander, Walter Clark and George Curtis.
on
Interment was in his family lot
Moody Mt.

F. Porter

Hooks, Cuticle Knives, Perfume Bottles, Nail Brushes, Soap Boxes, Picture
Frames, Clocks, and a host of other things.

V/l ANICURE Sets, Travelling Sets, Pocketbooks, Purses, Billfolds, etc
We bought one sample lot of Leather Tourists’ Sets, one of a kind that
we are selling at wholesale
prices.

depositors
v
what the
Christmas Club
has done for

to

happiness it has brought

HAVE you

11

themselves and others.

Their visions of

a

It

“Happy

because

are

Hot Water Bottles (Rubber and Metal,) Crocker
Fountain Pens, Perfumes, Toilet Water, Powders,
Perfume Atomizers, Perfume Droppers, Cigars,
Pipes and Tobacco.

their enjoyment.

Mr. Smith has closed his house for the
winter and gone to Rumford, Me.

If you want the “Mer-y Christmas” to ring merrier and longer

Congratulations are extended to the
newly weds, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Curtis.
Brooks is
Mrs. Carroll Roberls of
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Arthur Ellis.

PAGE & SHAW, WHITMAN, SAMOSETT
---and MARIE SAUNDERS

and louder for you and your
loved ones on next Christmas

Day, JOIN the CHRISTMAS
CLUB NOW FORMING.

Mr. and Mrs. H. P. White of Swanville and Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Small were
recent guests of Mr and Mrs. Wilder
Parker in Monroe.

the new and exclusive line of Symphony Charme Stationery
in several tints with daintily lined envelopes.
Prices from 40c. to $4.00 per box

seen

comes

ail the happier
others are to share

Christmas”

Mr. Fred Webb, Sr. was drawn to serve
on the traverse jury.

—STATIONERY

—

THE

them

CITY
Read & Hills,

Waldo Trust Company

Service and went to camp in N. Y., the
His sister Fannie acfirst of the week
companied him as far as Boston where
she will visit relatives till Christmas.

BELFAST
Maine

Dr. H. A. Holt, formerly of Monroei
has opened an office in the rooms formerly occupied by Walter A- Cowan, Esq.
(c

Corporation)

Mrs. Emma Larrabee has returned from
speu., the summer,
and will go soon to Dover for the winter.

Frankfort, where she

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick M. Nickerson,
who have been at the home of her sister,
Mrs. Edith Bartlett, have gone to Frankfort for the winter.

*■

i.'ic

Kitchen CaiJineJ

that

saves

W. H. Lord gave a fine discourse at the
l M. E. church Sunday, Dec. 5, which has
been highly commended for its clearness
of expression, depth of thought and beautiful Christian teachings.

miles of steps

F. M. Nickerson, superintendent of
schools for the Frankfort Union, was in
Orono, Saturday, to attend the session of
school administration which is designed
to assist superintendents in their work.

Gift Suggestions in Fine Furniture at Decidedly Low Prices

Old Santa Claus Has Made His Headquarters

|

Sewing Cabinets
Candle Sticks
Smokers’ Stands
Music Cabinets
Cedar

Doll

Stands
Library Tables

Chairs
Card Tables

Waste Baskets
Doll Beds

Mahogany Clocks
“

Candlesticks

Sewing

Matting Chests

LAMP SALE

AT 20% DISCOUNT
will continue all through Christmas. Every
reading lamp, with all the newest shades, also

all

our

Mahogany

Floor

Lamps, with rich silk

shades, included in this sale.

one

of the famous

Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinets
in your home for Christmas.
What would please her more?

(Old

=

bulk line of candies.

Our selections, quality and assortment is second
A trial will convince you. Prices to suit even-

CITY

DRUG STORE

HEAD & HILLS, Props.,

Post Office

or

Square

-4-CHRISTMAS SALE*
-ON-

a

large

and

complex

of Practical Christmas Gifts.

Young)

NEW YORK GARMENT SIT
Main Street,

Tel. 228-5

ST.

■

THOSE USEFUL

want candy for the old,
for the young folks, candy !
kiddies, we’ve got it, and the 1
of it, it is pure and fresh.

KYou

Christmas Gifts
Colgate’s Toilet Articles
in attractive arrangement.

Fine Groceries,

■

»<

Our candy kitchen is working over time t° ke<;
the demand, but we are doing it.
That Ribbon Candy is delicious, crisp and shin
Peanut Brittle, chuck full of the little peanuts,

A full line of all those

Etc.,

for Christmas.

Costumers
Hall Mirrors ard Settals
Brass Beds
Writing Tables

a

TIMM’S SHOE STORE

Jardiniere Stands

We would be pleased to have you call and see our splendid lines of Holiday Goods. Economy and our large stock of quality should prompt you to do your gift buying here.
A visit to our Rug and Drapery Department will offer many suggestions to Holiday shoppers.

OUR

We have recently put in

You will find here

Do
How about your leather tops.
you need new rubbers for these?
Would you like these tops higher
cut? We are headquarters for this
work. We have Ball Band and Firestone Rubbers. We make over your
You canold or furnish new tops.
not make a mistake in bringing this
work to us.

Machines
Art Panel Mirrors
Comfy Couches

Will Put

CHRISTMAS CANDIES

TIMM’S SHOE STORE

Upholstered Footstools

Sofa Pillows
Pictures

Jardiniere Stands
Sectional Bookcases

Sweepers
Hong-Kong Rockers

Dinner and Tea Sets
Fern Stands
Windsor Chairs

Baby Sleighs

Reclining

Bissells’ Vac

Child’s Rockers
High Chairs

Ducky-Doos
Carriage Robes

Telephone

shopping.
Umbrella Stands

Child’s Desks and Chairs

Writing Desks

a

Kiddie Cars

Speedway Sleds

“Hope” Chests
Dressing Tables
Sewing Baskets

Ladies’

Carriages
Velocipedes

gift represents

Square, Belfast. %

where.

MEN

a

P. 0.

Suits, Coats and Dres es

Another invoice of Made in Maine
Moccasin Slippers are ready for your
inspection.
Also ‘‘Kxeep-a-Wa, the slipper beautiful,” in greys and browns, at $1.75.
See ours before you purchase else-

OUR STORE-

wonderful collection of gifts for the whole family. Every
true lasting value.
It is worthy of your choice.
Look over the articles shown below and come into our store to do your
He has

=

Dr. James D. Clement of Bangor was
the guest over Sunday of his parents,
He was
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Clement
called here on professional business.

FOR XMAS

-AT

AN HI PC
vAIlUILO

DRUG STORE

Proprietors,

Mrs. Alice Young is visiting Mrs. Leslie
Hawes in Prospect.

Copyrighted and Licensed by CHRISTMAS CLUB

r

WINTERPORT

UNITY

BROOKS

Mrs. R. G. Robertson closed a very
successful term of school last Friday.
Although the day was stormy there were
several visitors and she gave them a
nice treat. Following is a list of the
children who were not absent a day for
the 15 weeks: Annie Callwell, Mary
Brown, Frank Brown, Lillian Fitzgerald,
Joseph Fitzgerald, Harold Bnckliu.

Brushes, Combs, Trays (all sizes
Hair Boxes, Shoe Horns, Button

-LEATHER GOODS

SWANV1LLE CENTER

ciating.

Hair

Boxes, Jewel Boxes, Mirrors,
0LOVE
Vases, Nail Files, Buffers, Puff Boxes,

Christinas Club

Cherles Riley got badly poisoned from
grinding up and using on a hog a prepared pitch, and Martin Nickerson also
got poisoned in the same manner.
Ralph Brown has enlisted in the Air

our

WHITE ivory

Ask the

Wednesday, Buck Jones in the Square
Shooter. Just a plain ordinary man, but
lordy how he can rope and ride and shoot,
when love is in his heart and purpose in
his eyes. Its refreshing to announce a
star that is a star.

Crra E. Richards died very suddenly at
his home in East Belfast last Saturday
He was born in Belfast, Nov.
afternoon
21, 1865, the son of S K.. and Augusta B.
<
Flagg) Richards and his life was spent
in East Belfast, where he was employed
in the Sherman leather mill. Nov. 22,
1891, he married Annie L. Robbins, who
with their sons Melvin Harold and Ralph
Herbert, survives him, also his father
and brother, F. Herbert Richards of East
Belfast. The funeral was held at his late
home Monday at 2 p. m., Rev. William
Vaughan of the Mason Mills church offi-

order lor White Ivory last April, when the lines were
complete to choose from, and consequently we are showing the largest
and most complete line ot White Ivory ever shown in Belfast

We placed

the Paris of

romance.

ORRA E. RICHARDS

AND WE INVITE YOU TO INSPECT IT.

uuvcumira

Shanghai,

Madge Kennedy is the star on Tuesday
in Dollars and Sense. It is a story of the
George Henry Clark, passed away of
life of a down and out chorus girl
heart trouble very peacefully at Ilia home lonely
made brighter by the wonderful soul of a
on Moody Mt. in Searsmont, Monday
baker boy. She was a drop-a-quarter-inmorning, Dec. 6. He was the son of
straggler, until she met the
Jotham S. and Sarah (Hire) Clark,and was the-gas-meter
and
He has put-a-dollar in the biscuit lover,
born in Searsmont July 15, 1838.
a wee tear, a wonderful
been a life long resident of that town, then—laughter,
where his genial disposition and noble
Christian character has won for him
He was converted in a
many friends.
at Northport, when a
camp meeting
young man, united with the Methodist
Church in Searsmont, and has always
been a loyal member. All through his
life he conducted many religious services
in Searsmont and surrounding towns.

Mrs.

Holiday Line is Now Open

Our

SWANVILLB CENTER

Webb and
Mr. Otis Patterson is not in his usual
Oscar Webster attended a meeting of health. He is confined to the house part
North Waldo Pomona Grange in Brooks of the time.
Dec. 8th.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Thompson and Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Thompson were guests,
from
returned
home
Webster
Douglas
of Mr. and Mrs. John Hutchins
Canada Dec. 6th, where he had been sev- Sunday,
in Brooks.
eral mouths. On his way home he was
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Littlefield and
the guest of his friend, Warren Seekins; children were Sunday guests of her par*
cause he had a star that would fit the in
Augusta.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. George Walker in
part like a glove. Will Rogers has the
Lawrence Damm returned home from Monroe.
I title role in Jubilo and is a photoplay that
i will grip you with its charm.
Edith Roberts, the piquant universal
star, will appear Saturday in her newest
feature Alias Miss Dodd. In this offering
fthe star plays the role of an adventurous
romantic girl—but why say more.
Monday, Ethel Clayton is the star in
Crooked Streets, a story of where east
Mr. and

a turn.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Waldo frust Company
BELFAST, MAINE
At the Annual Meeting of the Waldo
Trust Company, held November 16, 1920,
the following Trustees were elected:
J. W. Blaisdell, C. R. Coombs, W. J.
Dorman, Wm. Farwell, William H. Hall
James H. Howes, A E. Kilgore, Amos
W. Knowlton, Anson Shibles, M. L.
Slugg, R. D. Southworth, H. H Stevens,
E. D. Tapley, O. W. Tapley, W. L. West,
Norman H. White.

If you have not tried our oldfashioned Peppernv
missed something.
Stuffed Dates with cream and walnut meat for lb
All kinds of Fancy Packages at reasonable prices
Walnuts, Mixed isuts, Oranges, Grapes, Apple-.
Pop Corn, Vanilla Chocolate Cream DropMixed Candies.
Salted Mixed Nuts, Pecans, Almonds, Dandy An
Don’t this sound good? Prices are right, too,
look after your Christmas requirements. We can pit

Belfast Candy Co., Church

>t

R. H. DUNBAR, Treasurer

For Sale
I have 150 bushels of potatoes which I
will Bell for $1.60 per bushel, delivered in
the city limits. Also turnips at $1 per
bushel and cabbage at 2 cents per pound
at Elm Tree Farm.
E. H. KNOWLTON

-f-Toys-Dolls;
WE HAVE A FINE LINE OF

NOTICE
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Searsport National Bank will be held at
their banking rooms in Searsport on Tuesday,
Jan. 11, 1921, at 2 o'clock p. m., to elect directors for the ensuing year and transact any
other business as may legally come before the

meeting,

W. R. BLODGETT, Cashier

3w51

Wanted
Postage Stamps,
Documents, and very Old Books.

Old

Coins,

Old

4 Gardiner St.,
4w51

IN OUR BASEMENT

SALESROOM

Walk in and look around.
Old

CHASE,
Richmond, Me.

J. W.

Toys, Dolls, Books, Games
Sleds, Etc.,
Yours

truly,

FRED D.

JONOj

MERRY CHRISTMAS
by and you

is close

can

buy closely

at

store, where vou will find everything to be desired in the way of furnishings for man” and boy at prices
which will make you laugh, and the goods will make your friends happy.
Wo have a large line of things which will make “him” aelighted, such as
his blurts, Suspenders, Belts, Hats, Caps, Gloves, Mittens, Larrtbskin Lined
our.

Kits, etc., etc.

,

Call and see for
/ways a customer.

yourself.

Seeing is believing.
Yours truly,

Once

a

customer

Miss Mary Forbes is confined to her
home with the fracture of her left leg.
Orrin J, Dickey has been appointed a
mail clerk on the Belfast and Burnham
branch of the Maine Central Railroad
Mr. Dickey
for the Christmas holidays.
has served in that capacity for a number

Buys 100

and

Miss Hattie Clark of Knox has accepted a position in the H. H. Coombs store.

The
Home Furnishing Co.
offers
Christmas suggestions in furniture.

John Dailey, who recently retired from
the Lancaster
laundry on Main street,
has been operated on at the
Tapley Hos-

The New York Garment
Christmas
sale on
suits,
dresses.

Never
,>en more

to your

do your
Xmas shopping at this
.mage to

0m titan now.
i

;

L,

Tfi.b

:ng the need of
articles at reasoni.-es we have

planpurchasing to

nn/i
*•

1
■

you to see the

te

results.
Men’s

Wig-

y.ioeasins,

$2.19

Elen’s

Capitol

Slippers,

$1.69

a-

Button Over.00 value) $3.95
>f Silk Hose for

-sorted

colors,
$5.00

Silk Hose for

>i

$2.75

stirs,
all first

re

and

qual-

we

guararticle.

■rv

Store has
coats

A. A. Howes & Co. offers useful Christ-

gifts.

The police alarm box on the large elm
tree in the rear of the Post Office on
Franklin street has been burned, evidently by crossed wires. It also burned
a deep hole in the trunk of the tree.
Miss Stella Sellers of Northport closed
her school in District No. 8, Searsport,
A number of visitors were
last Friday.
present and a fine program was given by
Christmas decorations were
the pupils.

attractively arranged. Miss Sellers was
greatly surprised to receive $5.87 as a
present from her pupils, besidesjseveral

other gifts.

Mrs. Ruth N. Thompson of New York,
county secretary of the Northeastern
Field Committee of the National Board
of Y. W. C A., now connected with the
Children’s European relief committee in
Portland, has been in Belfast several days
to organize a committee.
Several interested in the drive met at the home of
Mrs. Char.es M. Craig Sunday afternoon
when Rev. William Vaughan was made
chairman and Ralph A. Bramhali treasurer.
Mrs. Alice C. Bramhali, Mrs. O.
E
Frost and Miss Grace II. Hall are
members of the committee.
The

Belfast

w$ of

HRTfSEMEN TS
io.
p'li

advertises practical

.11 as.

ulvertises
6

a

large

hol-

'ies.

Store offers wigwam
gifts for Christmas.
■

ivertises the Edison
recent tone-test and

goods.
Hank advertises book
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ial Bank.adverti ies its
Cluband annual meeter

!

publishes

tin Downer
Hanks.

heatre
the week.

caution

a

and

family

publishes pic

“Girls Home” has at present a
family of 1U girls to care for. Seven of
them had measles in November, and
some were still ill on Thanksgiving Day.
Their share of the Thanksgiving candy
sent by Mrs. E. M. Glidden, and of the
various dainties sent by the Madisses
Club of Brunswick was laid aside to be
ei.ioyed later. On the last Sunday of
the month a bountiful chicken dinner
was kindly provided by a group of
our
business people under the lead of Mr. E.
M. Glidden. The children were convalescent then and every one was able to
have at least a taste of the good things:
the board of directors, as well as the
girls, appreciated the thoughtful gift.
Recent contributions of casn have come
from Miss Anne C. Crosby, Miss Louise
Hazeltine, Miss. C. M. Cutter and from
Mrs. J. W. Manson and Mrs. Mary McGilvery of Pittsfield. The Camp Fire
girls of Searsport, under charge of Mrs.
Duncan, have renovated the room which
is in their care. The North Church has
charge of the Christmas tree this year:
the children are practising Christmas
songs and recitations for that ocaasion.
The Minnetoska Club has given the time
at recent meetings to making Christmas
tree decorations and candy and pop corn
bags for the tree at the Home.

C. Colcord at the Virgin Islands, is unable to obtain passage on the steamer
sailing the last of the month. She is
now considering a trip to
Florida, where
she has been several winters.
A very pleasant evening was spent
at the Methodist Church last Friday with
a parish reunion, supper and social.
The
children were admitted free and a small
was
fee
charged for the adults, to defray
expenses. There was a large attendance.
Following a 6 o’clock supper games were
played and new members of the parish
given a cordial welcome
personal letter Kobie G. Fryd of
Boston Custom House says: “It may interest you to know that I spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Kelley, and we
talked over old days in Belfast. Mr.
Kelley put our High School on the map.”
What Mr. Frye says is an absolute truth
as all who had the advantage of attending school while Mr. Kelley was in Belfast realize.
In

a

Belfast relatives of Rev. Eugene S
Philbrook of Randolph, Mass., formerly
pastor of the Belfast Baptist Church, have

received news of his recent accident
which caused a slight concussion of the
brain.
While riding a bicycle with his
son they were in collision with an auto
when Mr. Philbrook was thrown against
a
building and received a cut on his
head.
His son was not injured. Later
advices said the injury was not so serious
as first feared.

school was dismissed Monday morning on account of the boilers
and pipes being filled with water wnich
found vent in the escape valves flooding
When H. L. Bucklin,
the floors, etc.
the janitor left the building Sunday
evening there was no trouble. The
same thing has happened once before and
the matter is being investigated. The
fire alarm system was out of order and
the usual no school signal could not be
as
given. The telephone was used
much as possible to notify the pupils.
The High

—-TO ALL

—

he People ot Waldo County and
Towns Given FREE by

Adjoining

Dec. 16th.

j

YOUR

PURCHASES OF

Cut Glass

-

Box

HOSIERY
FLANNEL SHIRTS
DRESS SHIRTS

same

overcast skies and dull days prevailing
here. They stopped at Laurel, Md.,
spent several hours at Washington, D.
C.
At Wilmington, Del., they sp;nt a
day in the garage, and after repairs took
three days to cover the 250 miles to
Richmond. They also stopped at St.
Petersburg and Jacksonville.

and Aluminum Ware

I
I
I

All

I

i

this rule purchase will be made much easier and make it
better for you and for us, and for which we thank you in advance.

our

Hart, Schaffner and Marx Suits and Overcoats, $50,
$55 and $60 values reduced to $39.50

$35 Suits Reduced to

rk$24.50

40 Suits Reduced to
45 Suits Reduced to

29.50
34.50

re

fractional

dollar

rs

purchases do not count—$1.50 purchase entitles one to a
as a dollar purchase.
CASH SALE ONLY. No

same

charged or laid aside.
Everybody come and a Merry Christmas
Yours very truly,

to you all.
FRED D.

$30 Overcoats reduced to
35 Overcoats reduced to
40 Overcoats reduced to
45 Overcoats reduced to
18 Poys’ Suits reduced to
16.50 Boys’ Suits reduced to
15 Boys’ Suits reduced to
12 Boys’ Suits reduced to
12 Boys’ Mackinaws reduced to
8 Boys’ Mackinaws reduced to
12 Boys’ Overcoats reduced to
3 Boys’ Pants reduced to

15,50

uced to

18 Men’s Patrick Mackinaws, all wool,
reduced to
22,50 Men’s Sheeplined Coats, Wombat
collar, reduced to
25 Men’s Leather Coats, reversible,
5.00 Men’s Pants reduced to
6.00 Men’s Pants reduced to
8.00 Men’s Pants reduced
10.00 Men’s Pants reduced to
12.00 Men’s Pants reduced to
to

lead of 15 to 8 at the close of the second
period, but the home team won out by
t!',c score of 30 to 19. Principal Harry A,

Ralph

Foster has been coaching more than flic
regular five and in the game Thursday
night Karl K. Smalley, who starred for
Belfast High, belonged td the class ot
1920, while Hillard Buzzell who also
played, was on the last year’s team.

14.50

17,50
19.50
3.75
4.50
5.50

reduced to

An interesting game of basketball was
played in the Armory last Thursday evening between the Belfast High and the
Brooks High schools. The visitors had a

$19.50
24,50
29,50
34.50

13,50
12.50

11.50
9.50
9.50
5.50

9.50
2.25
1.75

Boys’ Pants reduced to
2 Boys’ Pants reduced to
1,50 Boys’ Pants reduced to

2.59

7.50

10

9 00

Boys’

1.50
1.00

Juvenile Suits reduced to

D. Southworth

7.50

Company

THE HO VIS OF H\RT, SCHAFFNER & ViARX CLOTHES

Telephone 67*2

12 Haiti Street*

Belfast, Haitie

Granville Hoffses was a substitute last
season.
Buzzell was injured in the recent
game when he parted a ligament and also
a
injured vein in his right arm. The line
up was as follows:

An Ideal Christmas Gift

Brooks (19)
rb, Quimby, 1

Belfast (30)

Durham, df, 3
Smalley, If, 5
Bowen, rf
Hoffses, rf, 3
Horne, c, 1
Buzzell, c, 2
Thompkins, lb
Parker, lb, 1
Roberts, rb
Morey, rb

If, Bowen, 1
c,

Thompson,

5 (1)

rf, Bradford

If, Boulter,

—For

?

2

Referee—Matthews.
Beautiful but Destructive Snow.
One oflhemos: beautitu) snowstorms for ^
many winters arrived
Friday evening
and continued into the day Saturday.
The flakes were large and
feathery
floating in the air as if to find lodging on
At daylight
trees, shrubs and wires.
Saturday the scene was simply beautiful,
of
its
charms when the
but it lost some
weight of snow began to break limbs, split
old trees and sever live electric wires.
The breaking wires furnished fireworks j
tor the scene and the falling branches
had a sufficient rumble to resemble
Trees were dethunder for the timid
stroyed in every direction. About a
third of the handsome and symmetrical
silver poplar in the rear of the Heal
place at the corner of Court and FrankHalf of one of
the
lin came down.
branching old elms in front of 5 Court
street found a lodging on the lawn. One
of theoldestshade trees in the city in front
of the Woodcock residence on Church
street divided, falling over the house
and also over the Frost house adjoinOne of the beautiful shade trees in
ing.
front of the Bradbury residence on Northwas destroyed.
Others reavenue
port
ported injured or destroyed were in front
of the Methodist church on Miller street,
and another near the W. W. Blazo residence on Waldo Avenue. Supt. Russell
G. Carter and a crew from the Renobscot Bay Electric Co., began at 3.45 a m.
Saturday to repair damages to their
wires caused by falling limbs, snowslides, etc. The repair crew from the
telephone office was kept busy, particularly on the outlying districts. The
Western Union service was cut off some
time by a break in their wires.

(They
sale

MATINEE

Absent Friend

at 2 30

AT

bring back

Photographs

pleasant memories)

THE woodcock store

Theatre

Colonial

ROBERT WARWICK In
THE CITY OF MASKS

mi

M agazina

By Ben Ames Williams

News

Comedy

A Storm and Sunshine Comedy of Life.]

Review

ETHEL CLAYTON in
CROOKED STREETS

■T

Outing

A Story Where East Meets West.

A bake shop romance with an

Sen nett

Comedy

AND SENSE
ocean

of laughs and

a

little tear here and ther

mia

Magazine
News

BUCK JONES in
THE SQUARE SHOOTER
A tale of thi laai lo'itre the b?st

Chester

Comedy

MADGE KENNEDY in
DOLLARS

Daredevil Jack.
No. 10
Burton Holmes'

EDITH ROBERTS in
ALIAS MISS DODD

mi

ady

_

Will Rogers in Jubilo

■

EVENING
at 7-S.3D

Com

A George Barr McCutcheon Storg.

WEDNESDAY

largely alcoholic;

an

One of Those Beautiful Townsend

in

advise the use of
tonics that are

Third Eye
No. 2

wins

often it is

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

There Should be

Victrola

a

Look inside the lid!

In Your Home this Xmas!
and that it does not I

contain alcohol.
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield. N. J.

20-70

WILLIAM L. LUCE, Inc.,

||

BELFAST,

MAINE

TTf

MAKE YOUR

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS FREE

I )()c. purchase

HANDKERCHIEFS

20 Men’s Patrick Mackinaws, all wool.

E. Rhoades and Mrs. L. |L. Robbins'
The circle has 36 voting members. >During the year they have given $400 to the
church treasury, $20 to the missionary
treasury and expended $65 for other
things. The total amount of money
raised during the year was $618.26.

And please note to avoid confusion—CUSTOMERS TO MAKE PURCHASE AND PAY FOR SAME AND THEN SELECT PRESENT. By

observing

UMBRELLAS
PAJAHAS

NECKWEAR 50e. TO $2.00

■

I

SETS

TOQUES

BATH ROBES
NIGHT SHIRTS

graph Company grounds on Congress
street, succeeding Edward G. Gage, who
has been here for some weeks and has
been transferred to New Yotk. Mr.

will

give you FREE ONE-HALF MORE than you pay for. NOTE:
sale is on the above goods only, but the present may be selected from
any department in the store. For each dollar you spend with us in buyng China, Cut Glass and Aluminum Ware on the above days you will receive a present of your own selection to the value of 50c.; $2.00
purchase
gets you $1.00 present free, and so on up. Any purchase in the ABOVE
-'GODS brings you one-half more than you pay for.
Read it over again carefully and see what you can make it mean to you.

COMBINATION
MUFFLERS

UNDERWEAR

P. R. Werner of New York City has
arrived here to act as construction engineer at the International Radio Tele-

more

Papers

gift

HATS AND CAPS

physicians seldom

FRIDAY, SATURDAY and MONDAY,
Dec. 17th,
Dec. 20th
Dec. 18th,
IN

China

SWEATERS

C. Lower and party, who left
here in November for an auto trip to
Miami, Fla., have sent several post cards
en route describing the weather, etc.

IN THESE DAYS

FRED D. JONES

suggest

SOMETHIN!! TO WEAR

1

Charles Howard, formerly of Belfast,
who has been in Texas and Louisiana for
the past few years, being engaged in the
oil business, has been at his home in
Maine for the past five weeks.
He has
been in the deep woods hunting, and
brought out two deer, one eight point
buck, the head of which he is having
mounted, and his quota of partridges.
Mr. Howard was at one time mail clerk
on
the Belfast-Burnham run, but his
home is in Gardiner.

Christmas Presents

THURSDAY,

a

The Waldo Trust Co. advertises its pital.
j Christmas Club and publishes list of
Dr. Orris S. Vickery is making extentrustees.
Werner has been for some months locat
sive repairs on the tenement houses be
ed at their station at Cape May.
With
Bert L. Davis offers desirable goods recently bought of Mrs. H. C. Buzzell in
front of the North church; and also oth- Mrs Werner they are making their headI for men and boys.
quarters at the Windsor Hotel. The rigers near it on Bridge street.
B. O. Norton has used cars for sale.
gers who have been here some weeks
Charles
B.
Searsport National Bank publishes noHazeltine, son of Mr. and setting the masts have completed their
Mrs
Ben
tice of annual meeting.
Hazeltine, who was major in work and left Saturday for New York.
the late war and went to Honolulu as
Belfast Candy Co. offers new candies
The Baptist Sewing Circle held its anAid-de Camp to Gen Geo. G. Morton, is
and other goodies for Christmas.
nual meeting last Wednesday afternoon
now a Major of the U. S. A.
Mrs. B. I, Robertson and elected
with
Ralph D. Southworth Co. advertises
On page 6 in this issue may be seen the following officers and committees:
practical gifts for men and boys.
another story by The Journal’s juvenile Executive committee, Mrs. Gerald W.
William L. Luce suggests a Victrola story
writer, Kate Elizabeth Rose of Howard, Mrs. William Holt and Mrs.
for Christmas.
Wellesley Hills, Mess., a grand niece of William F. Stevens; treasurer, Mrs. bred
Miss
offers
J.
The Davis Sample Shop
new
A. Wiggin of this city,
L. Howard; secretary, Mrs. George C.
merchandise for Christmas shoppers.
Miss Louise H. Ferguson, who had Sauer; work committee, Mrs. J. H. MorSee advt. of Chinese goods.
planned to spend the remainder of the ris, Mrs. Herbert S. Morey and Mrs
winter with Mrs. L. A. and Miss Joanna Fred M. Dutch; nominating, Mrs. Charles
mas

or

cents worth.

wou d like for

George

encountered the

worth while are these sift
suggestions from a man’s store on what a man
Christmas. Each item mentioned is
suggested because we have made
careful study of what men like and appreciate. So we
a
of

Especially

The Sagadahoc Towing Co's barge No.
One will complete this week the season's
work of bringing pulp wood to the Pejep
scot Co. from down east and will be tied
up at the M. C. R. R. Co’s wharf for the
winter.
Capt. Harry W. Calhoun, his
wife and children, Ronald and Lucile of
St. Martins, N. B., will spend the season
in her here.

They evidently

BERT L. DAVIS, The«s;a

What to Get for Him

of years.

If ii hasn’t this
trademark.
i» isn’t a Victrola

TEE CITY NATIONAL BANK
A

Photograph
TAKEN AT

M.
JONES.

A.

COOK,

STUDIO
75

High Street, Belfast.

OF BELFAST
The annual meeting of the stockholders
of the City National Bank of Belfast for
the choice of directors and the transaction of any other business that may legal*
ly come before them, will be held at their
banking rooms on Tuesday, Jan. 11, 1921,
at 10 o’clock a. m.
C. W. WESCOTT, President
Belfast, Dec. 14, 1920—5w51

Caution Notice
Whereas my wife, Mrs. Frances Fletcher, has left my bed and bo rd, I hereby
forbid all persons from harboring or trusting her on my account, as I shall pay no
bills contracted by her after this date.
HAROLD L FLETCHER
Belfast, Dec. 10, 1920 —2w52*
The Leonard, Stevens & Bearce factory are taking a stock inventory which
will be completed early in January.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our most sincere
thanks to our friends and neighbors for
their many kindnesses shown us in our
receut bereavement and for the beautiful
flowers, especially the loving care rendered by Mrs. Bertha Sylvester.
Mr. and Mrs John Downer

_and Family._

Dr. E. A. Wilson has been appointed
the pension board to fill the unexpired
term of Dr. Adelbert Millett, deceased.
on

rabbit skins dyed to imitate seal. All The
good furs are fashionable and as they last
a long time, if properly worn and cared

few people that possess one.
Colon slid Materials

MAN’S
BEST AGE

Black satin, and blue serge are the
for, the investment for the'm is not as
standbys of some of the cleverest dressas it sometimes seems.
extravagant
This season the satin has a
ers here.
The standard handsome fur coat that
crepe weave, and the serge is called Tricfits any occasion is made of the fine dyed
A man is as old as his organs; he
A dresB of either of these fabrics
otine.
muskrat known aB Hudson Seal. These
ARE FOR 8ALE IN BELFAST BY
can be as vigorous and healthy at
gives yeoman’s service and goes almott coats are built on modish straight lines
70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in
anywhere looking fit and fashionable it with a deep fourteen inch collar and cuffs
performing their functions. Keep
made on up-to-date and becoming lines. of
matching pelts, or in contrasting furs
velvet faced wqolens if
your vital organs healthy with
preferred.
Nho by special arrangement has all the All the velvets and
are desirable and smart, but not so uniThe leading fur garment this year is a
patterns all the time.
versally appropriate and will not stand
wrap in cape form, the cape collar about
the wear that the harder surfaces take
S^NO WAITING TO SEND.
inches in depth giving the
Broadcloths in dull twenty-six
without showing it.
effect of a double cape.
Adjusted into a
The Dress That Goes Anywhere finish are coming back and in good qualisoftly draped collar that extends up
ty are an excellent choice for brown or
The world’s standard remedy for kidney,
about the head it is very pretty worn as
black dresses.
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles
Hudson Seal, mink,
An Outfit of Few Pieces That Answers ,
an evening coat.
eince 1696; corrects disorders; stimulates
Fun and Furbelows
Many Demands.
and mole are the princiSiberian
squirrel
sizes.
All
vital organs.
druggists, thjee
Nothing gives more style snd elegance pal pelts that Shayne shows in these
New York. Dec. 13. It is not the
Look tor the name Gold Medal on every boa
and accept mo imitation
wardrobe contains the i to almost any type of dress, than really beautiful garments which are ideal for
woman whose
most clothes, who makes the smartest; handsome fur, and the woman /ith prop- either day or evening wear.
The Vital Records ot Belfast
Coiffures that bring out the shape of
appearence. A few well selected gar- er dress instinct will not wear anything
at the crown
Copies of the Vital Records of Belfast ments that suit the wearer perfectly, else. This does not mean extravagant the head, with the hair high
have recently been received here and produce an effect quite out of proportion buying, though good pelts are never are set off with many dainty pins and
placed in the office of The Republican to their co t or time devoted to their cheap.
small combs, as well as with very large
Journal, the City Clerk, the Prob te ofdelicately carved she’l combs that sugof
a
raccoon
than
Better
acquirement.
good piece
fice, Register of Deeds, Public Library,
the ornaments worn by Spanish
A limited outfit of this sort, requires poor mink. A nice coat of natural musk> gest
etc., for purposes of reference, through
Senoritas.
the courtesy of State Librarian Henry E. thought and clever selection. No hit or rat than one of badly matched and made
Verona Clarke
Dunnack, Esq.
or miss buying of something that appeals
These books contain the births, deaths
and marriages of Belfast from the earliest for the moment, unless it fits in with
times down to the year 1892.
Since 1892 one’s planned scheme of dress. No buythe vital statistic record law has required
ing of any extreme style, except in some
that these vital statistics be filed at tire
small accessory that can be donned ocState House in Augusta, as well as kept
in each town. Hence it is not necessary casionally to lend a note of variety and
to preserve the later records in printed contrast.
The basic color chosen may be

20c. and 25c.

ESSIE P. CARLE

COLD MEDAL

|

j
j
the contrasts

form.
Volume I of the Vital Records of Belfast contains the births from Revolutionary times down to 1892, and is a volume
of 213 pages. It was published in 1917.
Volume II contains the marriages and
deaths for the same period, comprises 671
pages and was published in 1919.
The expense of printing these valuable
books is borne by the State
Dr. Alfred
Johnson, who is a member of the committee on publication appointed by the
Maine Historical Society, is the editor of
the Belfast records. A period of several
years was required, together with the
voluntary assistance of Mrs. J. C. Durham and a number of local antiquarians,
to collect copy and arrange the records
from the old town and church books,
family Bibles, etc., and from the grave
stones in the various cemeteries in the
city and its vicinity.
The records of other towns are already
arranged for printing and the publication
will proceed as fast as the appropriation
will a low. This important step toward
collecting and preserving in permanent
form before they are lost, the early records of our State, has received a powerful
impetus from the interest taken in it by
State Librarian Dunnack, who has done
so much during this centennial year toward making the history of the State of
Maine known to her sons and daughters,
both within and without her borders.

dark blue, brown or black,
anything that adds to their becomingness.
such a color key in

With

outfit,

all

It’s not too late to give
that farmer relative or
friend of yours the
Christmas treat of a lifetime. You
can still send him a year of

TSe COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN
And it’s not too late to have the publishmail him, in your name, a full-color
Maxfield Parrish Gift-Announcement
to arrive on Christmas morning. Next
that’s a different story—but
week
today it’s not yet too late.

ers

—

the outfit and

in

toilet

there

is

no

spend

a

plan

however

hurried

chance of

some

secures

the

ugly

considerable var-

are

of

a

—

The National Farm Christmas Gift

well, if the small things
emphasis. The
large pieces plain and dark for the most
part, of good cut and quality, made in a
style that brings out the good poiuts and
iety of effect

extravagant

you couldn’t
better please a farmer
or a farm wife. And this
gift costs but a single
dollar—less than two
cents for each week of
help and entertainment
that it brings.
Each issue contains several competent articles
on
the farmer’s probamounts

combination.
Such

lems—articles that will
help him to make farming
pay. There are many regular departments of practical helpfulness both to
the business f armerandto
the efficient farm homekeeper. There’s a rattling good story in each
issue
and some of the
beat serial fiction written
these days. Send me
your Christmas orders
today (with $1.00 for
each) and I’ll see that
gift cards are mailed
absolutely FREE.

The 52 big weekly issues
of The Country Gentleman make a present
that you can be proud
to give. If you were to

JJ

as

sort that lend

Mrs. FREDC. MERRY, R.F.D2,Sox 20:
Win ter pert. Plione No: Winlerport38-25

in the End

Children Cry for

I entered the train, I

was hot and tiredd
head ached and nothing intertstel
But when I was iinally
Bettied,
t° see my
fellow passengers’
They were, as far as I could see, an ordinary train crowd. A red-faced man
reading the paper, just behind me. There
was a gaily dressed shop girl and a tired
looking woman with a baby.
A man
and his wife sat in front of me.
But the
most interesting passenger sat at the end
of the car.
She had on an old-faahioued
black dress and a gray bonnet. Her face
was hidden by a dark blue veil.
She
was a very tiny woman almost a dwarf.
She sat aloof from her fellow passengers
as if afraid of them.
I could not see her
very well but she seemed quite old. I
rose, apparently to give my seat to a
lady, who stood nearby, but really to sit
beside the little old lady in the end of the
car for she interested me.
I made several conversational overtures but she didn’t seem
ready to talk
“It is a beautiful day, isn’t it?
I am so
glad it didn’t rain today.
I think rain is
so dismal, don’t
you?”
A short nod of
her head was her only answer.
Now as
luck would have it a sudden
jerk of the
train sent her head against
my shoulder,
her veil caught on a button of
my coat,
just then the train stopped and it was
f rose, there was a sudden
my station.
sound of tearing lace and Ihe veii was
torn to threads! Before I or anvone
else knew what had happened she dashed
down the car, screaming wildly. I followed and (about a block
away) caught
her. She turned a frightened face toward
mine,—it was the face of a child. A
pair of innocent blue eyes looked into
mine. A mat of brown curls blew in the
wind.
“Why, dear child,” I exclaimed,
“Why, Mr. Man,” she cried and then told
me the whole story.
She had disguised
herself as an old woman to seek her fortune but by the time she was on the
train she had wished herself safely home
So I took her home and we shall always
be fast friends and I shall look forward
to the occasional visit which occurs
about once every two mouths to see my
friend, “The little old lady in the end of
the car."
By KATE ELIZABETH ROSE
Wellesley Hills, Mass.

OFFERS

NEEDED

The Kind Tou Have Always Bought, and which has be*
in use for over thirty years, has borne the signature
»
and has been made under his J?
sonal supervision since its infant
//*
(-Ma&X
Allow no one to deceive you jn «?'
“
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
Just-as-good ” are b
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health
Infants and Children—Experience against ExperimentC1
—

!!

What issubstitute
CASTORIA
for Castor Oil,
Paregoric

Castoria is

The
modes
1

loose' straight lines of present
favor alike the too full or too

An authorized subscription representative of

The Country Gentleman The Ladies’ Home Journal The Saturday Evening Poll

slender wearer, and can be managed so
that they do not obliterate the beauty of
a

perfect natural outline, for the

very

52

bases—$1.00

12

iaaoes-$2.00

52

bues-52.50
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Children Cry
for hard
CJ^UICK.capacity
is strikingly combined

MSCKIE SAYS

graceful body lines
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and

GENUINE

CASTORIA always

In Use For Over 30 Years

The Kind You Have
THE CENTAUR COM

In response to a widespread demand
for fundamental and practical information on torestry presented in untecbnical
language, the United States Department
of Agriculture recently published DepartBulletin 863, Forestry Lessons on
ment#
Home Woodlands.
This bulletin is in the form of lessons
for school use; but it contains a wealth
of up-to-date information on the
princiPles and practice of forestry that will
meet also the requirements of the farmer
and the general public.
The farmers of
the United States own more timberland
than all other private timberl nd owners
put together, and the nrope. handling of
their woodlands will go a [0114 way to! ward checking the shrinkage in our timber supply
A knowledge of how to
I measure and estimate their timber, how
to market
j lands and it, how to protect their woodimprove them, how to use the
product to best advantage, and much
other information of practical value may
be gained from the bulletin by farmers
and woodland owners generally.
For the student and the teacher there
are copious and clear directions for field
i
and desk study, a simple but accurate
key to the species, and a list of 100 important forest trees with remarks on
range and on botanical characteristics.
The bulletin may be had upon request
of the United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

Moulting time is the time that a hen
off-season in the life of the hen.

the

Dr. Hess Poultry
F*A.N-A-CE-A
Helps your poultry through the moult. And
pullets and moulted hens to laying.

It contains Tonics that produce appetite and good
digestion— Amies that tone up the dormant egg organs—
.Ten that gives a moulting hen rich, red blood and a red
comb. li contains Internal Antiseptics that destroy disease
germs that may be lurking in the system.

i^o disease where Pan-a-ce-a is fed
Pan-a-ce-a helps your poultry to stay at par during the
moult. They don’t become run-down, pale and thin

HEN Hi USE FOR S*LE

Hall Hardware
Main

row boats wanted

or

Street, Belfast,

Co.,

~h7T]

Maine.

row

ijealth>, drives
)

nu

many chicks you

have.

001 lt<”m

We hove a Package to suit.

i

I

easy terms.

MODERN RENT WAITED
Five or six rcom rent, hardwood floor*, fur
nace, electric lights, in either single house or
flat
Will consider lease and pay liberal rent.
Rental not important if house is good.

Because of its roomy capacity the
Buick Seven Passenger Open
Car is the choice of business men
and their families.
C

EIGHTY-FIVE ACRE WOOD LOT

new

Eighty-five

acres

of

wood-land in

North-

port, six miles from Belfast; easy Haul to Belfast; all hard wood; price very low for land
and wood, cr terms if desired.

<

TWENTY-FIVE ACRE WOOD LOT

Authorized Buick Service everywhere reinforces Buick reliability.

We have a 26 acre wood Jot three miles from
city in Northport; good variety of fire wood;
will sell lar d and wood, or wood without land.
Nice location for summer home. Some land
in fields and good orchard. Has house cellar.
Price very low.

DrJ. G. Stephenson
DENIIST

KimqiDS
(GRANULES)

ROOM 3

MNSONIG ItMPLE.

^INDIGESTION
(B-N)

Dissolve instantly on tongue,
or in hot or cold water, or
vichy. Try at soda fountain.

W. R. GILKEY & SON,

Searsport.

MADE UV SCOTT A DOWNS

BUILD THEM
WHEN BETTER. AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT, BUICK WILL
%

starts your

Two miles from post office; five acres cleared
land with excellent hay or garden soil, on Norton or Perkins road. Easy haul to city and fine
location for early crops. Great bargain, cash

arid fine ap-

'

needs assistance. It is

A moulting hen needs good health, good appetite and
digestion. That’s just what Poultry Pan-a-ce-a does for a
moulting hen—gives her appetite and good digestion, so
that she’ll eat more and digest more.

Telephone

223-3

TO RENT
Tenement of five

Enquire

rooms

below'stalrs.

at the

JOURNAL OFFICE.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

Probate Notices

scriber

duly
HARTLEY HILLINGS Kit

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, ou
the 23d day of November, A. D. 1920.

in the County of Waldo, o<
bonds as the law directs
demands against the estate
are desired to
present the san
and all indebted thereto ar<
payment immediately.

Jane N, McDonald of Belfast, guardian of
the estate of Clara W. Patterson of Belfast,
in said County of Waldo, having presented a
petition praying that she may be licensed to
sell and convey at public or private sale certain real estate belonging to said ward, situated in Belfast and described in said petition.

F

Unity, Me., Nov.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the 14th day of j
December, A. D, 1920, at ten of the clock be* !
fore noon, and stow cause, if any they have,
why the p.-ayer of said petitioner should not.

j
j

be granted.

A true copy.

ELLERY
Attest*

BOWDEN, Judge,

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

j

M•

hereby

gives i.i*i■
appointed administrate

At

!

9 1920

j

|

\

\
|
K11

!

hi

j

•;:<

ADMINISTRATRIX Nt
ber hereby gives notice that
appointed administratrix of
JENNETTE E. FERNA1

-r

in the County of Waldo, liects
bonds as the law directs,
demands against th* estatare desired to present the sat
and all indebted thereto are

payment immediately
KATHi
Belfast, Me., Nov 9. 1920.

Notice of Foreclosure

Ada M. I
the County of Wald
The subscriber
GUARDIAN’S NOTICE.
dv
hereby gives notice that be has Deen auly ap- I by her mortgage deed
recorded in Waldo Keg
pointed guardian of the estate of
332, Page 48, conveyed
ELLEN V. HOWELL of Searsmont,
and Building Associate
in the County of Waldo, aud given bonds as organized and existing
the law directs.
f
All persone having demands j and principal place
against the estate of said ward are desired to the County of Waldo a
present the same for settlement, and all in- i certain lot or pare- I f
debted thereto are requested to make payment ; ings thereon, situated

j WHEREAS,

immediately.

gress and Grove streets

! ed and described as follow
northerly by land of 1
by the Duffy lot, so catADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The sub- j called, and land of Abig-,;
scriber hereby gives notice that she has been erly by Grove street; b>
j
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of gress street, consists g
veyed to Henry W, M -T
FRED W. PERKINS, late of Winterport,
erick by deed dated Dec
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
corded in Waldo Registry
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
Page 467, and the real earn
demands against the estate of said deceased Ada M.
*
Bowman, under
are desired to present the same for settlement
gusta Mariiner by Chariot
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
deed dated June 18, 1914.
payment immediately.
Registry of Deeds, Book
FLORENCE M. PERKINS.
whereas the condition <>.
—60
1920
Nov.
9.
Camden, Me.,
been broken, now therefor*
breach of the conaition Dm
Belfast Loan and Building
W. Wescott, its Treaeur*
of S31,1
This is to inform our customers and claim a foreclosure
Dated the
the public that I will conduct the Rogers’ A. D. 1920. twenty-fourt
THE BEI »
Machine Shop this winter during Mr.
BUILDINt; ASX
**
Rogers’ absence in Florida.
By C. W. W ES*
H. L. PARTRIDGE.
D. & U.
CHARLES S. ADAMS.
Liberty, Me., Nov. 9, 1920—49

u

CITV,

Think of the amount of a hen’s energy, vitality and red
blood that’s required to reproduce a thousand feathers!
(which is only an average plumage).

Small hen house; wir fencing; !ewn fencing;
fishing dory; motor boat engine.

GOOD WAGES PAID.

MAKERS OP

NEW VO R K

j Ellsworth American

ELIJAH MORSE,
Apply to
Tel. Liberty, 11-4
Belmont, Me.

acorra emulsion

Always Bought
V.

Help yourMoiHteFs^Mouit

Now the government is investigating
I hard coal prices. The newspapers will
print a few “scare” heads, and ihe poor
householder who has been paving $20 a
ton will learn why, and—go right on
; paying it.
Already he has learned that
by jockeying coal back and forth on
paper, coal that is sold by the producing
j companies at $8 on the cars at the mines,
costs $15 before the cars move.
He has
learned that last April, in “anticipation
j of wage increases,” coal was raised $1.60
a ton, and when the wage increase came
it amounted to only 45 or 50 cents a ton
—but the increase in price of coal “stayed put.” This is only a starter.
Well,
anyway, it makes the furnace-tender
i “hot,” and that may save some fuel.—

I Ickey-Knowltcn Real Estate Co.
BELFAST, MAINE
Pythian Block,

TABLET POWM

F»AN

|

WOOD LOT ON TERMS

ALSO IN

!

INFORMATION

In Sw8nville, easy haul to Belfast; fine grove
of birch, maple beech and soft woods; excellent camp on grounds. We rflV-r lot, wo^d and
camp for just about cost of camp.

QUICK RELIEF!

I

ha!

FARM LAID BARGAIN

work
with

pointments in the new Buick Nineteen Twenty One cars.

I

MU^

a harmless

Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It contain
neither Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substance, i.
age is its guarantee. For more than thirty years it
been in constant use for the relief of Constipation,
Flatulency
Wind Colic and Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness
arisin,
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels,
the assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural sleto
The Children’s Comfort —The Mother’s Friend.
Drops

boats; piano; white
enamel chiffonier*; flat top desk.

PASTOR I A

i

Jd*rned

Two light weight

FOR FLETCHER’S

Fletcher’s

my
me.

WARNING TO THE TEMPER

conceal one’s defects.

RETAIL MERCHANTS ORGANIZE J

V

Lady

ot the Car”

FOR OWNERS OF WOODLANDS

@ McCall

The Maine Federation of Retail Merchants Association was organized
in
Portland a few days ago.
H. D. Benson
of Bangor was elected president and
Charles F. Marble executive
secretary.
Headquarters will be in Augusta.

ones

|

the contrasting accessories—hats, gloves,
shoes, hose etc. will go with any piece

THE BUYER’S TURN
The markets have been in the seller’s
favor for a long time, but the buyer has
regained the position of advantage. Sellers are again competing for his favor
and on the whole it is a more healthful
situation when the buyer has a choice.
All sorts of wasteful practices have developed and been tolerared because the
cost could be passed on to the buyer
and consumer. They will be searched
ont and eliminated.
Nobody is as keen
after economies as the man who must
develop them to save himself from loss.
Theoretical complaints are made to the
effect that goods pass through too many
hands between the producer and consumer, and that there are too many parasites upon industry.
These complaints
for the most part are made without intimate knowledge of the complicated modern business organization, but such parasites flourish in the boom periods and are
hunted out as profits disappear.
The substitution of time work for piece
work in the industries has been one cause
of high costs to which no doubt early attention will be given. Good wages for
honest work should be the rule, but less
opportunity for shirkers.
There will be a lot of compensation for
a turn in the times which
compels everybody to scrutinize costs more closely.

Not
Too
Late

Little Old

"■

;

NOTICE

Aj

‘^4,

N

STOCKTON SPRINGS
Richard Goodere was

a

recent week-

end visitor in town.
Miss Ethel Fraser has gone to
Bangor
enLr the establishment of Freeses
the
for
holidays.
to

Mrs Estelle

Young

of

Winterport

ar-

rived recently for an indefinite
stay with
Mrs. Angie L. Mudgett.

wm

Mr.

and

Mrs.

William

H.

THE WAGE

HE C0U1D HARDLY
CLIMBJE SIRS

Every one is entitled to have his opinion of the present industrial situation.
A very influential labor leader has declared that labor must “resist, resist and
resist to the last" every attempt to reduce wages, and this is the position
which organized labor is understood to
occupy. The idea doubtless is that having won the advanced position represented by the present wage-level they intend
to hold it at all hazards. It is, however,
a mistaken idea, for if prices generally
are falling and other people in the industrial circle are taking smaller pay for
their services or products the workers
who refuse to accept any wage reductions
Instead
are really asking for more pay.
of being on the defensive, trying to hold
their own, they are attempting to improve their position at the expense of
other workers. The whole social order
is founded upon the principle of cooperation and reciprocity. If each person will
comprehend that the market for his own
products or services is dependent upon
the ability of others to buy them, he will
understand that the largest degree of
prosperity for any group or class is ontainable in a state of general prosperity,
when
production and the exchanges
everywhere are well-balance 1. It is a
reasonable expectation that a readjustment of wages and prices must follow
the war period, and it is apparent that
this readjustment has begun.

BANGOK MAN SAYS TANLAC ENDED
HIS RHEUMATISM AND OTHER
TROUBLES.

Morrison

“It’s everybody’s privilege to take the
kind of medicine they want, but I’ll take
Tanlac fftr mine every time,” said Edward
of the Bangor Electric
Capt. and Mrs. Elden S. Shute went B. Foss, proprietor
Shoe Repairing Co., 12S Exchange St.,
to Prospect recently to pass the weekBangor, Maine. Mr. Foss is a member of
end at the home of their son, Eugene Modern Woodmen of America, and has a
Shute, where their newest grandson is host of friends who will be interested in
his remarkable experience with Tanlac.
flourishing.
I had been troubled
“For
have been

making

visit at the home of
the former’s parents in Canaan.
a

some

time

Bank examiner A. H. Nichols and his with rheumatism, and in the latter part
of last winter I got so bad I couldn’t
assistant, Mr. Stinson, have been in stand
at my machine more than half an
town for a short time, making a regular
hour at a time. And at night I suffered
examination of the books of the local so much I couldn’t sleep, but would be up
and down all during tbe night. My joints
trust company.
hurt me so bad I had to swing my legs
Arthur Colcord is recovering from an sideways in order to get upstairs.
attack of blood poisoning in bis hand,
“One day I went into Swett’s Drug
whi. h has been making life interesting Store and asked for something for my
and they told me to take Tanfor him since his return from Newcastle troubles,
lac, and it seemed to help me right from
just before Thanksgiving.
the start. By the time I finished the first
Miss Ruth Merrithew is making a visit bottle I didn’t feel any more rheumatic

Massachusetts, her place in the telephone exchange being supplied by Mrs.
Edmund J. Littlefield during her vacation, working opposite Mrs. Evelyn C.
in

Shute.

Capt. Will Harriman, Chester L. Pascal and John J. Ward well were at the
Stockton Yard recently, making a trip
of inspection to the big schooner Alcaeus
Hooper, which will go overboard Christ-

day

mas

or

thereabouts.

At the meeting o: the Current Events
Club at the home of Mrs. Alvah C. Treat
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The report that A. P. Lane has accepted the chairmanship of the Transportation Directorate of the State Chamber of
Commerce and Agricultural League is of
more than passing interest to the people
of this town toward whom Mr. Lane has

always been particularly friendly. Coming here for the lirst time when he arranged for shipping paper from the big

to lend

a

helping hand.

An

ardent advocate of water transportation,
there is little'doubt of his effecting further shipments of Great Northern
products
via this terminal when conditions and

circumstances permit.

LliNCOLNVILLE

were

Presents and 31 dol-

fcvery°ne enjoyed

a

very

8®nd wi,hMra“d Mrs.
of

happiness.

No

one

ert Hardy.
Mrs. Maude Ames entertained a card
party at her home on Saturday evening
Dec.
were

4th.

Ice cream, cake and candy

served.

Among others of our local sportsmen
who were quite successful was Mr. Leland Nickerson who shot a buck deer
weighing 200 lbs. in Forks, Maine on
Nov. 22od.
The game was sent to Miss
Elsie Thomas and she is having the head
mounted.

balling

Ott in Tax Collection

Taxes collected by the government for
the fiscal year show a decrease of about
$161,0000,000 as against the corresponding year of 1919
From July 1 to October 31 the aggregate receipts were $1

392,000,000 against .51 551,000,000 during
the same months of 1919.

USES 'AN’STO
ffi DOFF PAIN
that! And then when the rheumatic twinge subsided—after hours of

suffering—you forgot it!
Don’t do it again—get a bottle today and keep it handy for possible use
tonight! A sudden attack may come
on—sciatica, lumbago, sore muscles,
backache, stiff joints, neuralgia, the
pains and aches resulting from exposYou’ll

find warmth and relief in Sloan’s, the liniment that peneure.

soon

trates without

rubbing. Clean, econom-

ical. Three sizes—35c, 70c, $1.40

Sloans
JLinimentfep

Flour
Every pound of William Tell is sifted
through this silk, not once, but thirteen

It In

times.
After this sifting, the flour simply must
be clean—it must be fine—it must be pure.

“You’ve played a good deal, then,
haven’t you?" said Mrs. Barlow.—Boston Transcript.

Rich, wholesome, white bread, with a delicious “come back for more” flavor, and a
loaf that cuts to a fine, clear slice—that’s
your reward when you use William Tell.

JOB

on14

will ever attain true success

To make money brings
of satisfaction, but

job.

amount

a

certain

it fails to

satisfy and to lead to enjoyment. Happiness and satisfaction cannot be obtained through money, power, or distinction,
but raiher in doing some useful work
that is in keeping with the taste of the
person doing it.
There is altogether too much pessimism in our country, too much fault
Why,
finding, too much discontent.
there never was a period in American
of
when
all
classes
enjoyed
people
history
It
so many luxuries as they do today.
is unfortunate that we are ever comparing ourselves with the other fellow, especially of our own class or those engagWe
too
ed in different occupations.
often consider the other fellow’s job betof
its
know
not
perter because we do
plexities and irritations.
The farmer does not take enough pride

If

the farmer would consider his freehis independence, the open air and
his occupation with its various kinds of
work, which gives interest and opportunity for relaxation, he would be better
satisfied.
If he only knew it, ha is engaged in a great constructive enterprise
which gives opportunity for bringing
forth splendid results from honest labor
and intelligent thinking.—Hoard’s Dairy-

store

Try

it—once,

anyway—and

Just

tell your

grocer—WILLIAM TELL.

SWAN-WHITTEN

see.

COMPANY

sells it
And it’s only fifty eonts
fur the most economical
find
effectual
“home
remedy” we know of.
We could give you the
names of scores of Maine
mtliers and grandnioth(•s who have warded off

If ft■
g

*.

sicknesses niJ(| gggjj
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with this simple K£k!
t’d-time “L. F. At- W&J
wood’s” Medicine. The mjfi
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Licensed Embalmer
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no

weakening reaction, Our Sg?w
“L.F.” INVIGORATES
the stomach, liver, kidPgB
ne.ys and bowels so they

License 377.
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will act NATURALLY,
It improves the health.
Money back if not satisfied. “L. F.
Medicine

Co., Portland, Me.
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Belfast, Maine.
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Smalley’s
ROCKLAND,CAM DEN
and

Lea** natel R .ckland daily,
caldug at
Thorndike dote! at 7 a.
at 12.30 p m
Belfast
Hotel.
daily at
l.(TOaVe
10.30
a. m. and 4 30
p, m.
These cars connect with
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COMMON SENSE SAVED LIVES

they

wore.

PROSPECT

FERRY

Miss Lena Johnson has returned to her
home in Portland.
Mrs. Evander Harriman, who has been
in Boston the ppst month, has returned
Misses Ada

much

every

Bus to

loo
much
Aniencrus
than r. y p-csv
in the
indigestion, biliousness

This
time

suffer more
world, from
and constipation.
With a little thoughtfulness and
at amount of
care, however, a
this distress could he avoided and
you'll never realise how true this is
until you become cno of the several
million people of tin : country who
keep a box cf Mature's Remedy (Nil
Tablets) constantly 0:1 hand and use
it whenever indigestion, biliousness or
constipation threatens.
Unlike laxative purges, cathartics,
such as II, a lor el, etc., wl ieh merely force bv faction, N atv.re's Rc :nez'.y
exerts a beneficial infur nee upon, t: 0
entire digestive and eliminative system—the sn mac:., liver, bowels and
Its purr-ore is to
even the kidneys.
promote vigorous and harmonious action of all the organs that handle the
food and body waste.
That is why the results which follow the use of Nature’s Remedy are
always a delightful surprise to those
The action while
who first try it.
prompt and thorough, is as mild and
gentle and pleasant as Nature herself. and the thorough cleansing the
body receives brings a feeling of
real relief and benefit such as no
laxative pill or, cathartic ever produced for anyonel
Get a 25c box of Nature’s Remedy
(NR Tablets) and try it.
There is no
risk in doing so, for it must give you
greater relief and benefit than any
liver or bowel medicine you ever used
or money back instantly.
It is sold,
guaranteed and recommended by your

One of Dams iatyre’s Delicacies
:

A 1;

matured coffee beano ONLY,
are roasted, ground and
packed under the T & K label.
Anything else fads short of the supreme quality expected
by Maine folks and folks who visit Maine folks.

Thurston and
.in1 f' "i1

La

Neglected
Take

no

chances.

Keep this

Colds

are

A. S.

Grippe

Dangerous

standard remedy

handy

for the first

ROCKLAND

TO NOTIFY the public
that I have sold my marble
business on High Street to
C. A. Bruce, but have not sold
my GRANITE SHOP on BRIDGE
STREET, or gone out cf business
as has been reported.
I am now
devoting my whole attention to
the quarrying and manufcturing
of granite. You will always find
something doing here and a variety of finished work to select from.

and

Colds, Coughs

436-2

1WISH

QUININE

▲

for

HEAL,

Hridae Street, Heifast, Maine

sneeze.

Breaks up a cold in 24 hours
Relieves
Grippe in 3 days—Excellent for Headache
—

Quinine in this form does not affect
Laxative—No Opiate in Hill’s.

pounds.
THE PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE

I

Poultry Feed
■g Supplies I

Lace Collars
Fans
Waist Patterns

Those GOOD poultry feeds.
Everything—including supplies—based
years* selling experi-

Centerpieces
Lunch Sets

on

ence.

Mats, Etc.

good%

K&W customers of years ago are K&W
dependable.

customers

Masonic Icmple. Sooiit 6,
at 45

High Street.

today. The

Telephone 313-2

40

—

and see them.

S PILLS
CHICHESTER
y

K&W Beef Scraps, Oyster Shells, Grit, etc-

SUE M. PAR I RIDGE

If youv dealer does
Afeeds, etc. Catalog, free

AMY L. WILSON.

Kendall & Whitney

■

not
on

TIIE DIAMOND

BRAND.

iT

SKSaSERSim’
Pills
Red and bold metallkvilr

sell K & W

In

boxes, tested with Blue Ribbon.
Take no other. Bar tfwtrj?

request.

i!uS«NDAItKANDIp^,8^i

Portland, Me.

years known as Best,

Belfast Savings Bank

j

41tf

S.*. Pattee, M. 0.,
Residence

60

are

THIS SEASON
Feed Your Poultry
K&W Scratch Feed K&W Poultry Mash

For Christmas Presents,

Salzedo Ensemble, an organization of
harpists that is to tour the country this

Kiano Tuning
and Repairing
LLOYD O. JWIsAiSN,,*
BELFAST, MAINE.

Pendants

Miss Alta Diana Hayes of Bar Harbor
haB been chosen first harpist with the

Expert

head—Cascara is best Toni*.

Phone 126-4.

Necklaces

Call

the

DRUGGISTS SELL IT

Chinese

The public health nurse is, first, last,
and always, a teacher of “health”; how
to secure it and how to maintain it, says
the Maine Department of Health. The
public health nurse has always proven of
inestimable value to such progressive
communities as have promoted better
health through her aid. At least every
county in Maine and every city should
have such a nurse, and while the number
of such health workers is rapidly increasr
ing in Maine, it isstr ngly urged that no
mor« progressive measure for the
general
welfare can be taken than to install one
of these trained women in every community, to guard the health of the school
children, to detect and help correct their
physical defects, and to work among the
older folks aa well.

a

Banger, Maine

w™ ■■■ 'P

CASCARA

PROPRIETORS.

and Capt. M. happened to see him.
The
full was 4 feet long and weighed 30

C

and Packers

on

N otice

§

Kill That Cold With

Mitchener is a very
and finds most everything he
wants on his shore,
l'lie latest was a
cod fish that got tangled in some brush

FOR FLETCHER'S
A R T O R |

Kingsbury £o*?
Importers

man

Children Cry

Lke T & K Coffee—

Acquainted today—
Your neighborhood dealer sells it.

Capt. Harvey

winter under the direction of the distinguished harpist, Carlos Salzedo. There
are seven players in the organization and
the honor of being chosen first harpist
with this group is one that places Miss
Hayes well at the top in her profession,

io

Get

CITY DDUG STORE, READ S HILL

and Frances Harri-

man, who are attending school at Bucksport, are confined to the house with
measles.

lucky

ts

wrili b-* run as near
possible until further notice.
duie

sen

Telephone

perfectly clean, fully

To K now,

as

McLaughlin’s

Bangor.

ARTHUR S. SMALLEY

druggist.

home.
The

Many, people ortoo
day and most c-.r 2
That is v.
some days.

BELFAST

AUTO SERVICE

Mothisig Better to Straighten You Out
Tones
After
Eating Too iVbjch.
Liver, Regulates bowels. Acts
Guaranteed.
Pleasantly.

Three or four days after the recent
Chesuncook. tragedy, Joshua Smith started up the lake in his motorboat, having
with him three other men who live in
that section. As they were leaving, one
of the party, as a last thought, asked Mr.
Smith to wait a moment while he hitched his canoe on astern of the motorboat,
remarking: “We don’t want any accident like that a few days ago.’’
The canoe ^as therefore taken along
as a tender and to that happy
thought
was due the saving of the lives of all
four men, in all probability, for near the
head of the lake a floe of ice was struck.
The ice was of surprising thickness and
solidity, piercing a big hole in the boat.
The craft filled so quickly that the men
had no time to save theirj effects. They
made a dash for the canoe and succeeded
in getting into ii before the boat sank.
The men lost their rifles, each naving
one along, and saved only what clothes

Tel. 61-3

ggKM

s

man.

Hardy of Hop
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Rob-

going to do you good
“tF I only had some Sloan’s LiniI ment!” How often you’ve said

e,t

Mi

Aside from the shock to one of
his years, he suffers from an injury to
his arm, which was struck by a thill.

adsworth of Appleton

and will move in
soon.
10

time.

on

William Tell

play."

in
his job. He doss not realize all its
opportunities and too often dwells upon
The many friends of William Cleaves !he job of the city man who apparently
will be glad to learn that he is recovering has an easier one because his hours seem
at the home of his brother Frank in to be shorter and because he Wears better
9 otl.es. Such farmers little appreciate
Searsport, from the most unfortunate the struggle in the
city, especially in the
accident which befell him more than a large city. The eight-hour day seema
week ago when he was knocked down shorter, but they forget to take into conto and from
by a light rig suddenly turning the cor- sideration the time in going
and the steady grind of the averwork,
ner by the home of the Misses
Colcord, age factory man or miner, or those enhis nieces, where he was staying at the gaged in any other of the many trades.

helping Joe Bryant

15

yaUt’8reCently"r

Mrs. Richards and the children,
in Boston, will join him as soon as
the goods arrive in their new home.
rent.

now

Tfou can just tell by Its healthy,
stimulating odor, that it is

!0ej'

WSiterc°

of measles in

Rub-ing

knows that fine silks

woman

make fine waists, but do you know
that fine silk also makes fine flour?
We buy the very finest silks for use in
sifting

A Philadelphia lawyer was showing up
very poorly on the links and he remarked to Mrs. R. H. Barlow, the golf player,
who was standing by, “Do you know, it
seems to me the more I play the worse I

unless he believes in his job, and he will
find little happiness unless he likes his

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert

new cases:
i'

ling into the job of packing his household goods for removal to Millinocket,
where he has finally secured a desirable

Miss Madeline Russ visited a few days
10 inCamden recently.
56
Miss Mildred Lermond
of
Camden
17
the week end at home.
5 spent
11
Mr. E. F. Whitney of Montello,
Mm.,
3
who has been visiting in town, has re2 I
104 turned.

visits made:

sits,

1

Ear) R. Richards was the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Lincoln A. Gardner while hust-

reckoned

24

rally,

her audience.

1
37
13

d smissed cases:

ler

graduate nurse, gave a most instructive
and entertaining address on home nursing which received close attention from

docks many years ago, he has made frequent trips to town and could always be

end of

at

a

17
ID

ted cases during
cases

John H. Gerrish,

1st, Mrs

Dec.

but I went ahead and took another
bottle to be sure, and I haven’t a t ace of
pain now. My appetite is so good I can
hardly eat enough to satisfy myself and I
have gained in strength every way until
my work never tires me the least bit,
and in fact Tanlac seems to have made
an entirely new man of me.”
Tanlac is sold in Belfast by Read &
Hills and by the leading druggists in
every town.

Every

■>

M. R. LaFurley is making extensive
changes and renovations to the top floor
of his building, which he has leased for a
period of years to Stockton Lodge, I. O.
O. F.
When completed the lodge will
bs in possession of rooms which leave
little to be desired.

Pubiic

pains,

BELIEVE IN YOUR

QUBSTION

Cafest.AhravsRe^atsr

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVWWHBfr

Notice Is hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 12,279, issued by this bank, has
GET INTO BUSINES —Watkins’ 1371
been lost and application has been made for
products sell to every farmer. If you
a duplicate book according to laws
regulat- own auto or team can give bond. Write
ing issuing new books.
today for. information where you can get
territory for sellipir products of largest
FULLER C. WENTWORTH,
institution of kind in the world. Twenty
Treasurer.
million users. J. R. WATKINS CO.,
Belfast, Dec. 8,1920.-3w51
Dept. Ill, Winona, Minn.
4w51*
■—1'

■»

W.

|

SURETY

Christmas Trees
FOR SALE
Dutch Brothers

Bonos
Why ask vour friends to take the risk?
Let the National Surety Co. hon 1 you.
CHARLES S. TAYLOR, Local A<sut,.
Hiylo: 1

Sslti*}, Titue,

WIMERPURT

THE PROGRESSIVE STORE—

Mr.
er

BRASSIERES
PRACTICAL GIFTS

One of the big selling items at Christmas time with us is Petticoats. These
desirable
we have in almost all the

One of the largest assortments in the
city to select from. Silk Georgette,
Crepe de Chene, Wash Satins, Tub
Silks, Hand-made Voiles from Porto
Rico, and a big variety of common
voiles.

All Silk Jersey,
Silk Jersey Top with Taffeta Ruffle,
changeable Taffetas, Cotton laffetas,
such

as

Heatherbloom, etc.,

the regular meeting of Cushing
Chapter, O. E S., Wednesday night Past
Matron, Mrs. Orrie E. Moody, presided.
The degree was conferred on Mrs. Grace
Crockett and Mrs. Elsie Hall. The following officers were elected: W. M., Eflie
A. Barrows; W. P., C. L. Barrows; A. M..
Clara A. Cole; sec., Annie R. Fernald;
treas., Orrie. E. Moody; con., Bessie
At

PRACTICAL GIFTS.

UNDERMUSLINS
PRACTICAL GIFTS

SILK HOSE

arations are for ladies who use high
class Toilet Powders, Face Powders,

We have the best

Toilet Waters, Perfumes, Sachets,
Bath Salts, etc. These are always
acceptable where high grade toilet

Hose that

we

over

wanted,

will surely meet the
“Dove Undermuslins”
are always nice.
We have a pretty
assortment of Night Gowns and Envelope Chemise at attractive prices
refined taste.

offering in Silk

have had for

•

two

years, and these make such satisfactory gifts, too.

The entertainment given at Union Hall
the pupils of the
grammar
school, Carroll L. Young,
was
a
teacher,
pleasant affair and each
number of the pro ram reflected credit
on
teacher and pupil. The singing by
the two schools, grammar and intermediate, was very pleasing and showed a
marxed improvement under the instruction of Miss Jessie D. Baker, music
teacher in the schools.
The program
consisted of solos, duels and selections
the
by
schools, recitations, compositions
and piano solos by Miss Clara Knowles.
Miss Baker was accompanist. A spelling
match with Kenneth Foley and Joseph
Eldridge was participated in by all ages
of spellers, with the honors to the silver
grays. A box social was followed by-

used.

BATH TOWELS
PRACTICAL GIFTS.
Some wonderful values in Bath Towels. These are always very acceptand such good ones, in size and

PRACTICAL GIFTS

PRACTICAL GIFTS
See our Handkerchiefs arranged for
easy selection.
Here you will find

exceeded

able,

for the price.

HANDKERCHIEFS

Our store has always been known as
one with good Pocket Books and
Bags. Our sales in this line have
our

anticipation this

all qualities, from the cheaper cotton
common and school use
up to the

for

sea-

pure thread linen.

son.

PRACTICAL GIFTS

I

SEARSPORT.
arrived
Ernest Haensaler of Deer Isle
winter.
in town recently to spend the
Harold
Mrs. N. F. Gilkey and Mrs,
on a
Cook spent Thursday in Bangor

shopping trip.
Maynard Robbins is

ill

very

with

and Mrs.

measles at the home of Mr.
Charles Stinson.

reMr. and Mrs. Herman S.
visit
turned Thursday from a two weeks
with relatives in Haverhill and Spring-

Conap

field, Mass.
Mrs. Fred B. Smith returned Thursday
for
from Belfast, where she has been
three weeks with her daughter, Mrs.
Haro'd Coombs
Miss Emma Field who was called to
town by the illness and death of her sister, Mrs. A. H. Lorimer, has returned to
her home in Boston.
Miss Leona Innes has returned to her
after
duties as teacher in Caratunk,
spending her vacating with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John Innes
Miss Florence Coicold arrived Thursday from Milwaukee, Wis„ where she
spent a month as the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Mortimer I. Stevens.
Herbert G. Partridge left last week
Mr. Partridge is recovering
for Florida.
from a severe attack of pleurisy, and
will spend the remainder of the winter in
the South.
Steamer Ripogeuus finished discharging coal for the Great Northern Paper

COATS

Temple,

Belfast, Maine

Co. and sailed Thursday for Norfolk, Va.
Steamer Ruth sailed from Norfolk Friday and returned Monday with coal for
the Great Northern.
Barge Exeter is
also due.
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist
church will hold their annual beforeChristmas sale at the vestry on Thursday afternoon. An unusually attractive

being day evening. Nearly one hundred
anniversary. A present.
An excellent

pA

ar'lif

and
as

At The Davis

Sample Shop

to make up your mind?
Then let this store help you decide what to
for Xmas. We are in a position this week to offer
good advice for we
put on sale this, Thursday, morning WOMEN’S and MISSES GOOD HEAVY
WOOL COATS, some fur collars, others self material, at the
extremely low
price of $13.95. Ladies, think this over. A good heavy wool coat for 13.95.

Xmas

Shoppers

to Select From

Just received, Tricolette Blouses, lots of different shades. Some tie
back,
others plain. Just the thing for sister, $3.95 to $5.95.
Also big lot of Camisoles.
Many colors and patterns to select from.
98c to 2.50
r lannel Butterfly Bloomers..
1.19
Silk Jersey Bloomers
]
$4.95 to $7.45

|

Parcel Post 6c. extra.

Bathrobes.
to 46

Wool

Scarfs.
Silk Dress Scarfs, green, gray, navy blue and black,
Children’s Dresses, dozens of kinds,
Furs for baby.
Furs for the young miss.
Furs for sister or mother.
Let us help you decide.
Yours for a Happy

$2 09
$10.98
$6.98
$1.50 to $2.50
$1.50 to $8 49
$6.98 Per Set
$9.98 to $22 50
$12.98 0 $49.50
Xmas.

$5,95

THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP
High Street, Next

to Colonial

Theatre,

Parcel Post 6c

extra.

was

No. 610. Women s E1k Moccasin
Pearl color with hand embroidered beaded vamps,
$2.19

No. 620. Women’s dark tan M*
casin Slippers, with fancy <
beaded vamp, sizes 3 to 8,$2.19
Parcel Post 6c, extra.

Parcel Post 6c. extra.

No. 801. W’omen’s dark tan Moc-

casins, fringe trimmed with draw

string, beaded vamps,

$2.19

No. X610. Children’s and Miss,
color Moccasin Slipper
beaded vamp, sizes 9 to 2, $1.75

pearl

Parcel Post 6c. extra.

Parcel Post 6c. extra.

Pendleton,

Hard

New Merchandise for

No. 864. Women’s dark tan M"<casin Slippers, warmly trimmer
with fur, beaded vamp,
$2.19

Eleven guests were
present, and the prizes
went to Mrs. A. b.

buy them

Heavy

were

which all formed on the floor by couples
whose high and marched to the banquet hall, where
a
delicious oyster stew was served by
score entitled her to the
first, a bag of W. R. Fernald, chief cook, and an able
fine potatoes, with an
accompanying corps of assistants, Elden
Mrs. S. C. Pattee of Belfast held her verse and
to Mrs. Harold
Danielson,
Cook, who re- William Hill,
opening dancing lesson on Thursday ceived the
James A. Carleton, C. A.
a pack of cards.
consolation,
evening at G. A. R. hall. The class Cake,
Bowden
James
and
others.
fancy cookies and tea were served. Campbell,
numbers forty-four pupils in all and will
After recess there were several selections
The following guests were
present:
Mrs.
be divided into two classes, one for
by the orchestra and pleasing readings
adults and one for children, the chil- J.I
Go°dell, Mrs. by Mr. Glidden. It was also announced
W
Ri
l °^Mr'VVmW.
Mrs. Frank
Black,
dren’s class to be held earlier in the John
Curtis, Mrs. that the occasion was being held on the
Frame Mrs. N. F. Gilkey, Mrs.
evening, and the adult class to be follow- hred Burr Mrs.
Harold Cook, Mrs. A. S. birthday anniversary of one of the past
ed dy a general dancing assembly.
Trundy> Miss Sally Dow, little Loessita worshipful masters of the lodge, F. N.
Perry.
Curtis and Frederick
Jerome,
!
Mrs. Evie Ford, who lives with her
Mrs.
The relatives and friends here of George
Silas
in
met
daughtei,
Park,
Buck,
Merle R. Whitcomb lost one ot stable H.
with a painful accident Saturday.
Norris of Ayer, Mass., were deeply
She
stepped uut to get the mail from the R. horses early Tuesday evening, which was grieved to learn of his accidental death
F. D. box, and slipping on the icy steps,
killed oh account .of having a leg broken. Sunday night, Dec. 5lh, when the enfell, sustaining a fracture of her left A young man by the name of
gine and three forward cars on the
Thomas freight train of which he was
wrist. She also injured her hip and was
fireman,
hired
the
team
to
to
go
Citypointand dropped into a hole caused by a washout
Sbe was attended by
badly shaken up.
when
Dr. S. L. Fairchild of Searsport and is
opposite the Court. House on High at Wendall dam on Millers River, Orange,
Mass. He was a native of Massachucomfortable.
street was run down by Stewart
Brackbut his home was in this town
Miss Marjorie Towers was given a sur- ett of Searsport in an auto. The horse setts,
with Mr. aid Mrs. George W. Shaw
on
at
her was valued at 1125.
prise party
Tuesday evening
when a boy.
He had been engaged in
railroading for several years. He was a
member of Garlleid Lodge, I. O. O. F. of
this town, and was an attendant of the
longe in Ayer, Mass., where he had residCOATS
their small child.
His first serpastor here will be preached on
Sunday morning, Dec. 26th,

May

Men’s Elk Moccasin
pretty Indian design on

was

RogeS jr^'

$13.93

Sweaters, sizes 28

Slippers,

given: Selection, orchestra; address
of welcome, Raymond Cole; voea solo,
Miss Jennie Batchelder; reading, vV. H.
Rev. Harold Le May of South Gardiner
J’he members of the White Elephant Lord; reading, Mr. Glidden; instrumental
has accepted the cail to become pastor of Auction Club were Pleasantly
entertained duet, C C. Moody, W. E. Parker, Mrs.
the First and Second Congregational on
Wednesday afternoon by Mrs. C. N. C. C. Moody, accompanist; reading, G.
W. Cheney; vocal solo, Joshua Treat,
churches in Park and Searsport, and will
Meyers, at her home in West Main St.
arrive about Dec. 21st., with Mrs. Le
Jr.; march played by orchestra during
mon

painstaking

vamps,.$2,19

nished music: AUie Batchelder,
violin;
Jennie Batchelder, piano; C. C.
Moody,
G
W.
trombone;
Cheney, cornet; C. L.
Barrows, drums. The following program

Bailey, Isabelle
1Ce
Porter- Mr. and Mrs
rh°»r|0n’ Rogers,
Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Towers,
L
anH L°Uire
K°6erS and

IT'?

No. 280.

presented by local talent with the able
assistance of Frankfort. Batchelder’s orchestra, consisting of the following, fur-

Frances Rogers, Frances

$13 95

Children’s

program

'Pent with games
fancy cookies and
hot chocolate were served.
Those Dre
sent included the Misses
Annie D. and

line of articles will be offered fpr sale,
and this will be an excellent
opportunity Charles
to purchase Christmas gifts.

more.—--

hand work. We want ever
thinking person who reads this advertisement t
consider what this offer means-one of the m>
acceptable Xmas gifts at a price made possible
only by a manufacturer’s urgent need of cash,

The most enjoyable event that has
taken place in fraternal circles lor some
time was the observance of ladies’ night
by Howard Lodge, F. &A. M., last Thurs-

home in Church
St., the occasion
her
17th
birthday

^neHS^nt
e.Ven'.ng^as
and music,
and cake,

third

R. Hill, C. C. Moody, C. R. Lougee, F
W. Haley, all of the village; W. T.
Hall,
West Winterport; A. P. Perkins, Ellingwoods Corner; S. A. Newey, Bald Hill
Cove; Farmers Union. Mrs. u. A Cole,
Mrs. Luther Butterfield and Mrs. F. T.
Bnssey will canvass their respective districts. It is hoped that a liberal response
will be made and thus prove that W'e do
care to have the white plague in the
State
of Maine stamped out.
“How
Much Do You Care?”

H. H. COOMBS COMPANY
Masonic

a

This may be a “Merry Xmas” for most
people
but for those who have big merchandise bills to
meet its a different "story. This was the case of
one of the best makers of Moccasin
House Simpers m the State. We had plenty of Slippers
but the offer this manufacturer made to us over
the phone the other morning WAS ACTUALLY
CHEAPER THAN PRE-WAR PRICES. We
bought about 200 pairs and have made one ui
form price for the men and women-two nineteen

means

Mrs. Geo. A. Cole, chairman for selling Christmas seals, has made arrangements with the following stores where
they may be procured:
Community
store, A. W. Shaw, Page & Bryer, drug
store, Treat & Lowe, E. B. Nealley, C

TERMS CASH

High Street,

worth

Remember these are not odd lots, or undesirable
styles, but the very best makes this man produces. For instance: most of them are handsomely trimmed with beads which you know

dancing.

Beside the above we have a large assortment of Cotton Hose,
School Bags, Jiffy Pants for the Baby, Ginghams, Percales, Hair Ribbons, Wash Cloths, Barrettes, Beauty Pins, Bar Pins, Kimona, Aprons,
Outing Night Gowns, Belts, Fabric Gloves.

‘

■

Tuesday evening by

and in attractive designs.

POCKET BOOKS

quality,

A quiet wedding occurred at the home
Mr and Mrs. Elmer H. Clements
Thursday morning, when Miss Kathleen
Dorothy McCaffrey was united in marriage to William Joseph Adlington, D.
D. S., by Rev. C. A. Purdy. The happy
couple left immediately for Portland,
where they will reside. Mrs. Adlington
came here two years ago and was a
senior in the High school. Dr. Adlington has been in dental practice for several years and served in that capacity in
the World War. He was recently appointed District Dental Lxaminer with
headquarters in Portland.

Hand-made Porto Rican Underwear
strictly tailored or with scallops.
These garments, where
something
nice is

Easily

associate con., Flora Cheney;
finance committee, Elizabe'h R. Eldridge,
Nettie D. Grant and Leslie W. Mayo. A
supper was served after the meeting.
of

very attractive line in Crepe de
Chene and Wash Satin.
And at
prices that are tempting.

PRACTICAL GIFTS

Right when you need them for Xmas.

Crockett;

satin and lace.

PRACTICAL GIFTS

One of the most interesting lines in
of
our store is our very complete line
Hudnut’s Toilet Goods. These prep-

are

Brassieres are proving a
rapid seller and a big item with us
in Christmas Gifts.
We nave two
numbers—one in plain pale pink
usaro cloth and the other of wash

CAMISOLES

hudnut s toilet coods

goods

Our New

A

For Men’s and Women’s Beautiful Wigwam House Slippers.

the event.

from

98c to $7.50

NINETEEN—

occasion and highly successful
financially. Mrs. Alice Arey, president
of the club, and her efficient committees
are to be congratulated on the success of
social

surely please,
SHIRT WAISTS

twH

The annual fair, sale and supper held
at I. O. O. F. banquet hall Thursday afternoon by tbe Burr Club and ladies of
Mizpah Rebekah Lodge, was a pleasant

have been selling for Christmas and we
For sometime past
have noticed that the buying has been entirely of a practical idea. In
fact, our stock is made up entirely of practical merchandisewhieh will

PRACTICAL GIFTS

wife,

The town, village and high schools will
17, with the exception of the
Martin school, which closes Dec. 24.
Schools will reopen Jan. 3, with the exception of the •' hittier school, which
will begin Dec. 20, after an enforced va
cation owing to an epidemic of measles.

we

PRACTICAL GIFTS.

are

close Dec.

We do not claim to be the only store where you may find gifts,
but our claim is that we can help you to solve many of your problems
in Christmas shopping in a very economical way.

PETTICOATS

and

Henry Thompson of
the guests of his brothMr. and Mrs. Ross A.

Mrs.

Thompson.

The Store for the Economical
Christmas Shoppers

materials,

and

Pierce, Idaho,

Phone 156-12

to

EXTRA SPECIAL!
Your choice of

COMFY SLIPPERS in

-One

Man’s
our

Woman'
store for
or

Sixty-Nine-

Two

Two

Ninety

Ninety

Five

Five
No. 187.

ed several years.
His wife was Miss
Carrie Knowles, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. George Knowles. His remains were
not recovered from the wreck until late
the following Wednesday afternoon after
the acciden: occurred.
Funeral services
were held at his residence in Ayer Friday afternoon. His body arrived here
Saturday morning for interment in the
Twining cemetery. The impressive rites
of the I. O. O. F. burial service were
solemnized at the grave by Garfield
Lodge which attended in a body The
services were also attended by his relatives and old friends in the neighborhood. Leslie Sparrow of Hampden was
I funeral director. Much sympathy is felt
for his sorrowing relatives, a wife, mother and two small children,
who were
thus suddenly bereft of a devoted husband, son and father.

Men's Black Kid

Everett, $2.95

HAVE YOU HAD A GOOD PAIR OF SLIPPERS since
war? Not unless you have paid a fabulous price. Here
other exampleof another smisfortune. If everything had w

ed right these Men’s Slippers would have sold for $4 to .■
But cash was needed-we furnished it. Result: you can;
these very best kind of slippers for two ninety-five,
are made from very soft extra fine kid skins (not sheepsk
flexible,, easy bending old-fashioned, good wearing soles,
sort of slippers “you used to buy and haven’t seen sine

SKeSjuumomoflom^

MARRIED.
I

any

ADBINGTON-MacCAFFREY. In Winterport, Dec. 9, by Rev. C. A. Purdy, Dr.
Wm. J. Adliugton, U, S. A., and Miss
Kathleen D. McCaffrey of Winterport.
In Mexico, Maine,
SANBORN-COX.
Nov. 28, Guy R. Sanborn, formerly of
Waldo, and Miss Lena Cox of EaBt Peru,
Maine.

DIED.
In Montville, Dec. 11, Mrs.
wife of Thomas Ayer, aged 93
years and 10 months.
CLARK. In Searsmont, Dec. 6, George
H. Clark, aged 82 years, 4 months and 20
AYER.

MUKKILL.

Betsey,

days.
EDMUNDS In Liberty, Dec. 13, Mrs.
Mary Edmunds of Morrill, formerly of
Montville, aged 81 years and 5 months.
Knowles. In Winterport, Dec. 12,
George W. Knowles, a Civil W ar yeteran, aged 74 years, 4 months and 25
days.
Richards In East Belfast, Dec. 11,
I Orra E. Richards, aged 55 years and 20
I days.

where she will remain this winter with
her daughter, Mrs. Fred Jackson.

Mrs. Ernest Bowen wishes to express
Mildred Morrill of Belmont spent the
eek-tnd with Mr. and Mrs. James through the Morrill locals hei thanks
Mears.
and appreciation for the shower of post
w

Mrs. Annie L. Simmons is passing the
winter with her daughter, Mrs. C. B.
Allen, in Melrose, Mass.

Charles Woods recently passed a few
d ays in Lawrence, Mssb., called there by
the death of his aunt, Mrs. Henry Ham.

Morrill

Honesty Grange held election of offiat their last meeting, electing James

cers

Woodbury, M.; Mrs. James Mears, Lect.;
Mrs. George Dow, Secy. They start out

with a good corps of officers and hold inLinda Hatch, who has been on teresting meetings every Wednesday
t he sick list for a few weeks is improv- evening.
‘ ng, and was carried to Belfast
The Ladiea’ Aid met with Mrs. Mary
Sunday,
Mrs.

[

cards received last week from
Sunday school and other friends.

Brown at the home ol

Thursday wilh 22 lad

>'

treat of assorted mik
coffee was served
will be with Mrs. !
Thursday, afternoon
Dr. and Mrs. Bryant N
daughter Elizaoeth !■
cently moved into «
Mrs. Mary Brown
24-14. We have been
many years to look
doctor not only as a pk"
ioved and truste l frien I,
ready to receive our:lf'".

f

\
j

as*;

f

J
,,

’-od wis“b“*l
friendliness

large degree of
God speed in his work.

